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Rev.
No
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Change
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2

12/08/2020 Review and update of Safety Statement to provide
information and awareness of COVID-19 to employers and
Teachers/Staff.
25/02/2021 Reviewed and updated document in line with COVID-19
Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of
Primary and Special Schools
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operation of Primary and Special Schools and current
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Ayrton Group

3
4

Darren Tully of Ayrton
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1.

GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

This Safety Statement sets out the general policy of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School, Cross Haven Co. Cork
The aim of this policy is to ensure Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will do all that is reasonably practicable to secure
the Safety, Health, and Welfare of our Teachers/Staff, pupils and all others affected by our work.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will endeavour to comply with all legal enactments relating to Safety, Health and
Welfare in the workplace.
This Safety Statement is prepared in accordance with Section 20 of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005.
We will also endeavour to take account of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations
2007 to 2020
Safety is everybody’s responsibility and it is the duty of all personnel to take all reasonable precautions to avoid injury
to themselves and those who may be affected by their actions.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School recognise that the primary responsibility for providing and maintaining safe working
conditions bears on Management and will endeavour to do everything that is reasonably practicable to comply with
this responsibility. The achievement of a safe and healthy working environment requires the commitment and cooperation of all Teachers/Staff and others affected by our work.

SIGNED:

…………………………………….
SR MARIE WALL
CHAIR OF BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
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2.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT & CONTROL

INTRODUCTION
Situated overlooking the mouth of the Owenabue River and Crosshaven Bay, Scoil Bhride Primary School,
Crosshaven, P43 X242, is a Presentation Convent School, with 10 teachers, 1 SNA, secretary, and a principal
facilitating the development and growth of over 190 girls.
WHAT IS THE SAFETY STATEMENT?
The Safety Statement is the written policy of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School detailing how Safety, Health and Welfare
at Work, along with all related matters, are being managed.
WHO SHOULD READ IT?
Each staff member has a duty to familiarise themselves with the Safety Statement and its contents. The Safety
Statement is freely available to Teachers/Staff. It will be read to any employee, who has difficulty in reading it, in a
language that he or she can understand.
VISITORS, CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS WHO VISIT OR ARE INVITED TO THE PREMISES
Any person visiting, working or attending our workplace for any reason, or for whom we carry out work, is invited to
read the Safety Statement.
UPDATES AND AMENDMENTS
Changes will inevitably occur from time to time in sections of our operations. These will be recorded in this Safety
Statement.
NEW LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will do all that is reasonably practicable to keep abreast of and to comply with new
legislation and standards, as these become statutory.
REVIEW OF SAFETY STATEMENT
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School must review this Safety Statement at regular intervals, at least every year or where
major changes in equipment or work practices occur. Appropriate changes must be made where deemed necessary.
These changes are to be discussed with the workforce concerned by Management. This Safety Statement must be
brought to the attention of all our staff at least annually. The Safety Statement has been updated to include the
measures we have put in place to prevent the spread of COVID-19
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, communication to all Teachers/Staff is paramount to implement provisions against
COVID-19.
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3.

RESPONSIBILITIES

It is the duty of Teachers/Staff at all levels within Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School to comply with the Safety Statement
and to carry out their responsibilities as detailed in it. It may be appropriate for a person to delegate some of their
function but ultimate responsibility still lies with the Principal Seamus O’Connor.
Covid-19 remains a threat and social distancing and hygiene controls are the most effective measures to minimise
the risk of spread. Full cooperation is required from ALL staff.
Communication is an essential part of managing this hazard effectively.
There is a duty on EVERY one of us to ensure not just our own health and safety but also that of each one of our
colleagues and others affected by our work.
3.1

Chairperson/ Board of Management

As the persons responsible for the effective management of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School, The Board of
Management have the ultimate responsibility in taking control, establishing, and maintaining a policy on Health and
Safety. This policy shall be represented as this Safety Statement.
The Board of Management has a responsibility to provide all Teachers/Staff with all the necessary information and
training when made available with regards to COVID-19. All policies and work practices require review, which can be
achieved by the implementation of mitigation measures to combat the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
We have updated our safety documentation and risk assessments to include COVID-19 controls measures. We are
reducing the number of persons taking steps to comply with the 2-metre physical distancing as recommended by the
HSE & Department of Educations and Skills such as staggering breaks and rearranging room layouts as outlined in the
COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of Primary and Special Schools of August 2021, which
was drafted in line with the Government of Ireland’s Work Safely Protocol of May 2021. We also refer to the
Illustrative Primary Classroom Layouts as referenced under the Roadmap for the Full Return to School of August 2020
We have advised all Teachers/Staff that face masks must be worn where social/ physical distancing cannot be
maintained due to the nature of the work. We must ensure that Lead worker representatives are appointed to ensure
that all procedures social distancing and protective equipment are in place and maintained.
All Teachers/Staff must follow this guidance along with our work method statements and risk assessments.
In accordance with the general duties placed upon us by Sections 8 to 11 of the 2005 Act, The Principal shall, in so far
as is reasonably practicable, ensure compliance with the Safety Statement by:
1. Taking a first-hand interest in the Safety Policy and supporting those whose function it is to implement it.
2. Supporting the implementation of the Covid-19 Action Plan.
3. Provide the resources necessary, in terms of time and effort, in order to promote Health and Safety in this
workplace.
4. Take an active part in reviewing any relevant Reports and Audits, relevant changes and improvements (and
prioritising these) and ensure that Health and Safety is taken into account at the planning stage of all new
work.
5. Ensure that all Teachers/staff are held accountable for their performance in relation to Safety, Health and
Welfare in the workplace, with regard to themselves, their fellow Teachers/Staff and Pupils and others, who
may be affected by their work.
6. Ensure that all staff are competent in their own individual tasks.
7. Take all reasonable steps to ensure that all materials and equipment comply with the requirements of safety
legislation and standards and that no items purchased shall interfere with standards of safety.
8. Ensure that all Teachers/Staff understand the ‘Safety Policy’, by allowing each employee access to the Safety
Statement. If any employee has a difficulty in reading or understanding the Safety Statement it will be read
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

3.2

to him in a language that he/she can understand. When changes/amendments occur, ensure these are
appropriately circulated.
Ensure that all Teachers/Staff will receive adequate training to carry out their tasks safely.
Ensure all staff receives training and Management keeps records.
Ensure that all Teachers/Staff accept training or literature given in relation to Safety and Health and also
accept any advice given by a competent person.
Ensure that all Teachers/Staff understand that Health and Safety information about their work is available to
them as a right.
Ensure the Safety Statement is brought to the attention of the Teachers/Staff at least annually.

Other Responsibilities of Management

(Principal/ Vice Principal).

Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School has appointed a Principal and Vice Principal. The following is an outline of the
associated responsibilities.
1. Ensure that all members of staff complete a Return to Work Form prior to starting work, or following a period
away from the workplace.
2. Ensure that all members of staff are instructed in COVID-19 Control Measures.
3. Ensure that all members of staff have completed COVID-19 Online Induction. (Staff have completed this
induction on the 26th of August 2021).
4. Ensure that all Parents have submitted the Return to Educational Facility Parental Declaration Form before
sending their children to school.
5. Ensure that pupils are organised into classes and pods and that activities that start times, end times and breaks
are staggered/organised to allow social distancing to be maintained.
6. Ensure that all visitors and contractors have completed COVID-19 Health Declarations Before Coming to the
workplace.
7. Ensure that Lead Worker Representatives are appointed and provided with appropriate training
8. Maintain a list of all persons who come to the workplace and who they were working with to allow for contract
tracing, as per the requirements of the COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of
Primary and Special Schools of August 2021.
9. Establish an isolation room for persons showing symptoms of COVID-19
10. Communicate Health and Safety at work by personal example.
11. Ensure that the Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School’ Safety Statement and other safety guidance is
communicated, observed, understood and implemented. (We will review and update our Safety
Documentation and risk assessments as often as is required with a view of combating the spread of COVID-19
and protecting Teachers/Staff and management).
12. Ensure that all processes and procedures are completed safely and free from ill-health.
13. Ensure activities are planned so that they may be carried out safely. (We will continually update
Teachers/Staff on COVID-19 via briefings and toolbox talks).
14. Ensure all machinery, equipment and safety devices are properly maintained and safe to use.
15. Provide and maintain adequate guarding systems on machinery.
16. Ensure that only competent personnel adjust, operate and maintain machinery or equipment.
17. Ensure that the safety of lesser-experienced Teachers/Staff is never in jeopardy, from the work they are doing.
18. Where personal protective equipment (P.P.E.) is provided that it is worn, used and maintained. Where the 2metre rule for social distancing/ separation between Teachers/Staff is not achievable, then mitigation
measures need to be introduced to protect Teachers/Staff. This can come in the form of PPE and physical
barriers.
19. Ensure that adequate safety training is provided if necessary and availed of by Teachers/Staff.
20. Ensure that Teachers/Staff are aware of actions to be taken in case of an emergency and that properly
maintained fire-fighting equipment is available.
21. Ensure good housekeeping standards are maintained and in particular access/exit routes as well as fire exits
and fire points are never obstructed.
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22. Ensure all accidents and dangerous occurrences are thoroughly investigated and remedial action is taken.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School management must be informed as soon as is reasonably practicable.
23. Ensure that changes in processes, procedures or equipment by way of new purchases, maintenance or
addition takes full account of health and safety and does not endanger the safety and health of an employee
or any other person who may be affected by our work.
24. Considering and supporting any representation about Health and Safety from Teachers/Staff.
25. Provide effective supervision throughout all working practices in Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School.
26. Take a direct interest in the Health and Safety of the Teachers/Staff.
27. Ensure that all contractors have appropriate experience, have insurance and training in place, and have
prepared adequate risk assessments and method statements for their intended tasks
28. Ensure that all contractors have updated their Safety Statements, Risk Assessments and Method Statements
to include COVID-19 and that they have appointed a COVID-19 Compliance Officer or Lead Worker
Representative as appropriate.
29. Review contractor training and safety documentation on site and ensure that the controls set out in Risk
Assessments and Method statements provided are being adhered to

3.3

Teachers/Staff

All Teachers/Staff are expected to co-operate fully with all provisions taken by Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School for
ensuring the Safety, Health and Welfare of Teachers/Staff.
All Teachers/Staff are expected to:
•
•

Immediately report all accidents, dangerous occurrences, unsafe conditions and unsafe acts to the person in
charge.
Adhere to all safe systems of work, comply with and beware of hazard warning signs and safety signs, which
indicate dangerous machinery, substances or procedures.

All Teachers/Staff have specific statutory responsibilities under the Safety, Health and Welfare At Work Act, 2005,
Sections 13 and 14. This legislation is outlined as follows:
It shall be the duty of every employee while at work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To take reasonable care of his/her own safety, health and welfare and that of any other person who may be
affected by his acts or omissions while at work.
To co-operate with his/her employer and any other person to such extent as will enable his/her employer or
the other person to comply with any of the relevant statutory provisions.
To use in such a manner so as to provide the protection intended, any suitable appliance, protective clothing,
convenience, equipment or other means or thing provided (whether for his / her use alone or for use by
him/her in common with others for securing his safety, health or welfare while at work) and
To report to his/her employer or his/her immediate supervisor, without unreasonable delay, any defects in
equipment, place of work or system of work, which might endanger safety, health or welfare of which he
becomes aware.
Not to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs to the extent that would pose a danger to themselves or
others.
If reasonably required by the employer, to submit to any appropriate, reasonable and appropriate tests as
may be required by Statutory Regulations or as set out under the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Ac,t
2005.
Not to engage in improper behaviour such as bullying or horseplay which could endanger any other person,
in the workplace.
Where safety and health training related to a particular task is required by the employer or by safety and
health legislation, attend and undergo, as appropriate, any reasonable assessment required.
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•

No person shall intentionally or recklessly interfere with or misuse any appliance, protective clothing,
convenience, equipment or other means or thing provided in pursuance of any of the relevant statutory
provisions or otherwise for securing the safety, health or welfare of persons arising out of work activities.

Other statutory employee responsibilities are as laid down in the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General
Application) Regulations 2007 to 2020. These state that every employee has a duty to take into account training and
instruction given by their employer in relation to:
1.
2.

Making correct use of machinery, apparatus, tools, dangerous substances, transport equipment and other
means of production.
Where personal protective equipment is provided that the employee:
a) Should make full and proper use of this.
b) Uses it in accordance with the information, instruction and training provided by the employer.
c) Take all reasonable steps to ensure that the employee returns this equipment to storage after its use.

All Teachers/Staff have a statutory obligation to take reasonable care for their own health and safety and that of
their colleagues and other parties. The cooperation and assistance of all staff are essential to reduce the risk of the
spread of COVID-19 and to protect health and safety as far as possible within the school. Teacher/Staff duties
include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Adhere to the School COVID-19 Response Plan and the control measures outlined.
• Complete the RTW form before they return to work.
• Must inform the principal if there are any other circumstances relating to COVID19, not included in the
form, which may need to be disclosed to facilitate their safe return to the workplace.
• Must complete COVID-19 Induction Training and any other training required prior to their return to school.
• Must be aware of, and adhere to, good hygiene and respiratory etiquette practices.
• Coordinate and work with their colleagues to ensure that physical distancing is maintained.
• Make themselves aware of the symptoms of COVID-19 and monitor their own wellbeing.
• Self-isolate at home and contact their GP promptly for further advice if they display any symptoms of
COVID-19.
• Not return to or attend school if they have symptoms of COVID-19 under any circumstances.
• Not to return to or attend school in the event of the following:
 if they are identified as a close contact of a confirmed case of COVID-19
 if they live with someone who has symptoms of the virus
 if they have travelled outside of Ireland; in such instances, staff are advised to consult and follow the
latest Government advice in relation to foreign travel.
 if they develop any symptoms of COVID-19 whilst within the school facility, they should adhere to
the procedure outlined above.
• Keep informed of the updated advice of the public health authorities and comply
• with same.
• Cooperate with any public health personnel and their school for contact tracing purposes and follow any
public health advice given in the event of a case or an outbreak in their school.
• Undergo any COVID-19 testing that may be required as part of a mass or serial testing as advised by Public
Health.
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3.4

Lead Worker Representative

The role of the Lead Worker Representative is to assist the Board of Management in the effective implementation of
COVID-19 Controls at Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School. The duties of the lead worker representative are as follows
• Represent all staff in the workplace regardless of role, and be aware of specific issues that may arise in
respect of different staff cohorts;
• Work collaboratively with school management to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the safety,
health and welfare of employees in relation to COVID-19;
• Keep up to date with the latest COVID-19 public health advice;
• In conjunction with school management, promote good hygiene practices such as washing hands regularly
and maintaining good respiratory etiquette along with maintaining social distancing in accordance with
public health advice;
• Assist school management with implementing infection prevention control measures to suppress COVID-19
in the workplace in line with the Work Safely Protocol and current public health advice;
• In conjunction with school management, monitor adherence to measures put in place to prevent the spread
of COVID-19;
• Conduct regular reviews of safety measures;
• Report any issues of concern immediately to school management and keep records of such issues and
actions taken to rectify them;
• Consult with the school management on the school’s COVID-19 Response Plan in the event of someone
developing COVID-19 while in school including the location of an isolation area and a safe route to that area;
• Following any incident, assess with the school management any follow up action that is required;
• Consult with colleagues on matters relating to COVID-19 in the workplace;
• Make representations to school management on behalf of their colleagues on matters relating to COVID-19
in the workplace.
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3.5

Organisational Chart
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Chair is Sr Marie Wall
Secretary is Séamus O Connor
Teacher is Lisa White
Patron Rep Is Norma Sugrue
Community rep and Treasurer is Jim
Nyhan
Community Rep is Frank McGrath
Parent Rep Jennifer Murphy
Parent Rep is Finian Dullea

PRINCIPAL
Seamus O Connor

VICE PRINCIPLE
Miriam Long

TEACHERS/STAFF
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3.6

Table of Responsibilities
OPERATION

Overall responsibility.
Accident Investigation
Risk Assessments
PPE Identification
First Aid Supplies
Trained First Aider
Safety Officer
I.D. Of Training Needs
Delivery Of Training
Safe Work Procedures
Emergency Drill / Plan
Preventative Maintenance
Statutory Inspections
Purchasing
Supervision To Ensure Safety
Remedial / Corrective Action
Health Surveillance
Consultation
Employee Co-operation
Review Process / Auditing
Lead Worker Representative
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TITLE

NAMES

Principal
Principal
Principal / Safety
Officer
Principal
Principal
Teacher
Safety Officer
Principal
Ext. Provider, PDST,
Local First Responders
Principal / Board
Principal
Individual Dept. /
External
Ext. Contractor
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal / Board /
Staff
Teacher
Teacher

Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Leah Weste
Outsourced
Seamus O Connor
Ext. Provider, PDST
Local First Responders
Seamus O Connor / School Board
Seamus O Connor
Individual Dept. / External
Competent Contractor
External Competent Contractor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Seamus O Connor
Sean Costello / Board / Teachers
Katie Ryan
Leah Weste
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4.

RESOURCES

Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School shall dedicate the resources necessary to ensure in so far as is reasonably practicable,
the Safety, Health and Welfare of Teachers/Staff.
The following resources will be dedicated:
1. The Management and if necessary Consultants or Competent Persons for appropriate safety consultancy, auditing
and training input.
2. Time for consultations, reports, investigations, audits and meetings where Safety, Health and Welfare are
concerned.
3. Effort for instigating the proposed policy and supporting those, in so far as is reasonably practicable, who have
responsibility for employee Safety, Health and Welfare to carry out their functions.
4. Finance to ensure, in so far is reasonably practicable, the Safety, Health and Welfare of Teachers/Staff. The aim
shall be to provide adequate staff training and for the improvement or upgrading of present provisions, or starting
of new provisions for securing the Safety, Health and Welfare of our Teachers/Staff.
5. The resources to ensure that Safety, Health and Welfare in the workplace is taken into account at the planning
stage of all new work, where this new work may have effects on employee Safety, Health and Welfare.
6. The rules set out in the Construction Regulations of 2013 to 2020 relating to site safety, informing the Health
and Safety Authority of commencing of work, accident reporting, and the preparation or safety files, will be
followed.
4.1

Consultation

Where possible, projects involving or affecting Safety, Health and Welfare at Work will be discussed in advance in this
method and all opinions will be taken into consideration before management decisions are taken, as is required in
Section 26 of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005.
Each employee will be given the opportunity to make representations to management as applicable.
Section 25 of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005 makes provision for the election from amongst the
Teachers/Staff of a Safety Representative. Management will assist Teachers/Staff in this regard and will recognise the
role of the Safety Representative.
Teachers/Staff will be given access to any information in the possession of Management that pertains to the Safety,
Health and Welfare of Teachers/Staff, subject to the exclusion of:
• Information relating to an individual.
• Information pertaining to Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School taking or defending a legal action.
• Information, which may not be disclosed without contravening a legal prohibition.
Where required we shall put in place the necessary arrangements for the provision by the staff of a SAFETY
REPRESENTATIVE.
As per the requirements of the Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of Primary and Special Schools
of August 2021, we will ensure that Teachers/Staff appoint at least one Lead Worker Representative (who may be
the safety representative). Their role is to work together with the Board of Management The Lead Worker
Representative will be provided with all relevant training and their appointment will be made known to the
Teachers/Staff.
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5.

TRAINING

In relation to the training of Teachers/Staff we intend to comply with the duties placed upon us by the Safety, Health
and Welfare at Work Act, 2005, Section 10.
It is recognised that ongoing Safety Training is required in order to assist in the maintenance of a high standard of
service. Safety Training and Safe Work Procedures, such as Manual Handling training, will be built into every training
package. However specific training will be provided for matters such as Fire Safety, Emergency Procedures and First
Aid.
All Teachers/Staff will receive induction training upon commencing employment, to include good housekeeping
practices and hygiene. Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will ensure that the Teachers/Staff are made aware of the
hazards present and the safety precautions necessary. The primary purpose of instruction and training is to create a
tendency always to think and act in terms of doing the work safely.
All training will be recorded.
Where it is deemed to be necessary, Teachers/Staff will be given further training or retraining as required and this will
also be recorded and progress monitored.
Training Issued to Staff:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPD – Dept. of Education
Child Protection
Emergency Procedures – Fire Extinguisher Training
Pesticides Training
Manual Handling
Occupational First Aid
Basic first Aid
Lead Worker Representative
Online COVID-19 Induction
School COVID-19 Control measures
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6.

DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE

Breaches of Health and Safety regulations at Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School may be treated as a matter for discipline
and depending on the seriousness of the breach, may be dealt with by suspension without pay or dismissal without
notice.
For breaches of the Health and Safety regulations, which do not warrant such action, the employee will be warned
and given a reasonable opportunity to put them right.
All such records will be kept in the Teachers/Staff Personnel files.
In the event of a breach of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School rules or failure to work to an appropriate standard, the
following procedure will be followed.

1.

Verbal Warning / Counselling

Record. Copy of form to personnel file.

2.

Written Warning / Formal

Record. Copies to person concerned, supervisor
/ manager and personnel file.

The employee will initially be given a verbal warning and counselling by his or her immediate supervisor
which will be recorded on the employee’s personnel record.

In the event of a further breach of conduct, poor attendance or lapse of performance, the employee will
be issued with a formal written warning. This warning will remain on the employee’s personnel file.

3.

Final Written Warning

Record. Copies to person concerned, supervisor
/ manager, shop steward and personnel file.

In the continuing event of further breaches of conduct or performance, the employee will be issued with
a Final Written Warning. At this stage, SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL may also impose a period
of suspension without pay.

4.

Suspension / Dismissal

Record. Inform the person of the right to
appeal. Note to personnel file.

If, following a period of suspension without pay and / or a final written warning, an employee is guilty of further
breaches; the employee will be dismissed.
All warnings will remain on file one year from date of issue, subject to the attainment of the necessary sustained
improvement.
In cases of misconduct warranting summary dismissal - the following procedure applies. For incidences as listed above,
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School may summarily dismiss an employee without recourse to the procedure outlined in
clauses 1-4 above.
In cases where Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School considers that the summary dismissal is warranted, it may suspend
an employee with pay in order to facilitate investigation of the particular case. Following investigation of any matter
under this clause, Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School may decide either to impose another form of discipline i.e.
dismissal, suspension without pay and / or final written warning, without recourse to procedure in 1 to 4.
If behaviour alters or becomes satisfactory, the employee needs to know that Warnings are not held over them.
In brief Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School disciplinary procedure consists of:
1.
A verbal warning.
2.
A written warning for repeat, or more serious first offences.
3.
Final warning, suspension or probationary period.
4.
The right to immediately dismiss Teachers/Staff is retained for the more serious offences.
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6.1 Examples Of Gross Misconduct
The following is a list of examples of gross misconduct: 1. Negligence resulting in injury or possible injury to others, destruction / damage to Scoil Bhride Girls Primary
School property or goods.
2. Drunkenness while at work.
3. Possession, use of, or being under the influence of drugs while at work.
4. Wilful neglect or destruction of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School property.
5. Falsification of returns or other official documentation.
6. Working while on sick leave.
7. Fighting or threats of acts of physical violence.
8. Possession, on Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School premises, of firearms or arms defined by law.
9. Theft of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School or other employee’s property.
10. Interference with or theft of First Aid or other safety equipment.
11. Sabotage, attempted sabotage or threatened sabotage of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School or any employee’s
property.
12. Deliberately restricting output or quality of our work.
13. Violation of other employee’s rights / freedom by threats of violence or other action.
14. Serious misconduct affecting the interests of the Teachers/Staff and / or Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School.
15. Refusal to carry out a lawful instruction given by a level of authority.
16. Unauthorised use, possession or disclosure of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School private information.
17. Disregard of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School Rules and Regulations, the contents of this Safety Statement or
specific instructions given.
18. Disregard the fire precautions, particularly those relating to smoking in prohibited areas.
All Teachers/Staff are advised that failure to comply with the above can result in prosecution by the enforcing
authority and / or use of the Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School. Disciplinary Procedures in relation to serious offences,
which can carry an instant dismissal penalty.
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7.

ACCIDENTS AND DANGEROUS OCCURRENCES

Always keep a mobile phone available on site and check it is functioning properly. This is especially important if
there is not a landline facility available.

7.1

Recording, Reporting & Investigation

Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School is aware that there is a legal onus upon us to record and investigate all accidents,
incidents and dangerous occurrences in line with the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (Reporting of Accidents and
Dangerous Occurrences) Regulations 2016 (S.I. No. 370 of 2016). Our stimulus to do this properly knows that if we put
the information, which we collect to good use, we can reduce or maybe even eliminate the risk of such occurrences
happening again.
Fatalities, Reportable Injuries and Dangerous Occurrences should be reported using the online reporting system on
the HSA website (https://webapps.hsa.ie/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2f) or the paper-based Accident Report Form
I.R.1. or the Form of Notice of Dangerous Occurrences, Form I.R.3 and a copy sent to the Health and Safety Authority.
Non-fatal accidents:
The injury of any employee as a result of an accident while at work must be reported, where the injury results in the
employee being unable to carry out their normal work for more than three consecutive days, excluding the day of the
accident. (This includes Teachers/Staff who, following an accident at work, are either not at work or who are at work
but assigned to ‘light duties’ until such time as they recover fit to work).
In calculating the days, weekends and other non-working days should be included.
The injury of a person who is not an employee of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School and who is not at work (such as a
visitor or member of the public) but who is injured by a work activity, must be reported if the injured person has had
to be taken from the location of the accident to receive treatment in respect of that injury in a hospital or medical
facility.
Non-fatal accidents should be formally reported within 10 working days of the event.
Fatal accidents:
Fatal accidents in a workplace should be reported immediately to the Health and Safety Authority (HSA) or the Gardaí
so that the necessary action, including any investigation by the Authority, can take place.
The formal accident report form should be submitted to the Authority within 5 working days of the death.
The death of a person who is not an employee of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School and who is not at work (such as a
visitor or member of the public), but who dies from an accident caused by a work activity at the place of work, must
also be reported.
Dangerous Occurrences:
Dangerous occurrences listed in Appendix 1 of the Safety Health and Welfare at Work (General Application)
Regulations 2007 – 2020 are also required to be formally reported within 10 working days of the event. All recording
should be carried out on the Health and Safety Authority online reporting system.
Those who are required to report accidents and dangerous occurrences under the Regulations are also required to
keep records for a period of 10 years from the date of the incident. The records can be kept in the same format as the
report made – that is, a copy of the report submitted to the Authority will suffice to meet the obligation.
Ultimate responsibility for this recording and investigating process is that of This is the responsibility of the Principal,
Seamus O’Connor and/or appointed Deputy or another appointed supervisor who will organise such reporting and
recording.
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•
•
•
•
•

7.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All accidents and dangerous occurrences shall be recorded on the Accident Report Sheet.
Accidents must be recorded and investigated by management as soon as possible after the accident.
Preserve the area of the incident immediately until the investigation is completed.
All accidents must be reported to The Principal or your manager/supervisor immediately, who must investigate
them.
Reporting of accidents and dangerous occurrences is a duty of every employee.

Procedure in case of Accidents, Dangerous Occurrences or Near Miss Incidents
Clear the area of the occurrence immediately. If necessary cordon off that area.
Preserve the area of the incident immediately until the investigation is completed.
The Principal must be informed immediately.
An investigation must take place into the cause of the occurrence to identify the factors involved.
In this way, the problems may be identified and remedied before any further risk is taken.
No work should proceed until The Principal or your supervisor is satisfied that it is safe to return to work.

Where damage to property has occurred, no employee should enter the area until this has been rectified,
investigations have been completed and the property or equipment have been repaired or replaced.

7.3

For serious injury or collapse

When calling the ambulance, use a mobile phone if possible. This allows you to speak to the operator when you are
with the injured person and they can give you advice, ask questions and help you as much as possible until the
ambulance arrives. The information you pass on to the operator will be passed onto the ambulance crew and may
assist them when they arrive at the scene. Where damage to property has occurred, no employee should enter the
area until this has been rectified, investigations have been completed and the property or equipment has been
repaired or replaced.
When an accident occurs, you must ensure that the place is made safe before touching the injured person or the
machinery involved. Always isolate electricity when an electrical shock is suspected.
Do not move the casualty unless they are in immediate danger of further injury or they can move themselves. If any
personnel on site cannot treat the injury, a Doctor or Ambulance Services must be called.
If the injured person can be transported, then he may be taken to a Doctor or the local Hospital.
If a chemical agent is involved in the injury, always take the relevant Material Safety Data Sheet or container and label,
with the injured person, as this can be very helpful in treating the injury. When the Emergency Services arrive or when
you arrive at a Hospital, you must give a clear and exact account of what has happened to the medical personnel
receiving the injured person.
The golden rule to adopt is - Never place yourself in danger whilst trying to help someone else, especially if you are
unsure of what you are doing. You do not want to become the second casualty.

7.4

Accident Report

The site of the accident or incident must be preserved until the Accident Report has been written.
This should be carried out as soon as possible after the accident, the priority being of course the injured person. This
is the responsibility of the Principal Seamus O Connor and/or appointed Deputy, or other appointed supervisor. Its
purpose is to help identify the cause with the aim of preventing a recurrence as well as keeping Scoil Bhride Girls
Primary School’ records. Take photographs of the accident scene as soon as possible. These will provide vital
information later when the area has been disturbed.
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8.

1.
2.
3.

FIRE / EXPLOSION / EVACUATION

FIRE

CALLING THE FIRE BRIGADE

DIAL 999 or 112.
ASK THE OPERATOR FOR THE FIRE BRIGADE.
WHEN THE FIRE BRIGADE ANSWERS, STATE DISTINCTLY:
FIRE AT:

Scoil Bhride Primary School, Crosshaven, Co. Cork
NEAREST MAIN ROAD OR LANDMARK:

Eircode: P43 X242
YOUR PHONE NUMBER IS:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Give Mobile Number

DO NOT ASSUME that the call has been received until the above information has
been acknowledged by the Fire Brigade.
Bring your phone with you and keep it switched on in case the Fire Brigade should
ring back to confirm details.
IF Evacuation is necessary, proceed to the assembly point in the school yard
Bring class lists and visitor books.
DO NOT RE-ENTER THE PREMISES, remain at assembly point until otherwise
advised.

USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS:
Emergency:
Hospital:
Garda:
Mobile Numbers:

999/112
(021) 492 2000 – Cork University Hospital
(021) 483 1222 - Crosshaven
Seamus O’Connor - 086 772 6326

Nearest AED: Scoil Bhride School – On External Wall at school Entrance
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FIRE

EVACUATION PROCEDURES
Should you discover a fire or one is reported to you, IMMEDIATELY raise the
ALARM
1.
2.
3.
4.

On Hearing the Alarm, Teachers must get their pupils to line up and lead them to
their class’s assigned assembly point in the school yard by the nearest available
safe exit.
Teachers must bring their daily roll book and visitor book to conduct a roll call.
The Principal will carry out a sweep of the building.
DO NOT RE-ENTER THE SCHOOL, remain at assembly point until otherwise advised.

During Evacuations Escape Takes Precedent over Social Distancing. Social
Distancing Will Be Established At The Assembly Point
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8.1

General Fire Precautions

All staff members should familiarise themselves as soon as possible with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The layout of the school.
The location and operation of emergency exits.
The location and operation of extinguishers, hose reels and break glass units where fitted.
The correct action to be taken on discovering a fire or if the alarm is sounded by somebody else.

EACH MEMBER OF STAFF SHOULD OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.2

Refuse or wrappings to be disposed of only at points intended for the purpose.
Always discard your cigarette safely (i.e. in an appropriate metal bin).
Smouldering material to be extinguished before disposal.
Escape routes, extinguishers and emergency exits to be kept clear at all times.
Fire Doors must never be fixed in an open position.
Faults in Electrical, Gas, Extinguishers and Fire Alarm Equipment to be reported to
Management immediately.
NO SMOKING on school property.
Except with Management permission, no work to be carried out involving any Fire Hazard.
Never use Fire Equipment for other uses besides Fire Fighting.
NEVER smoke in the vicinity of gas cylinders, petrol or other flammable substances.
NEVER direct water at any electrical installation, equipment or wiring.

Fire Fighting Equipment

Fire Fighting Equipment may be selected as per the table below:

FIRE RISK
LABEL COLOUR

Paper, Wood, Textile & Fabric.
Flammable Liquids.
Flammable
Gases.
Electrical
Hazards.
Vehicle
Protection.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER COLOUR CODES
WATER

FOAM

Signal
RED

Pale
CREAM






CARBON
DIOXIDE

DRY
POWDER











BLACK

French
BLUE
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9.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School are committed to seeking ways to reduce our own impact on the natural
environment.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School commits itself to work in a manner that conserves our Environment and protects
the Safety, Health and Welfare of our Teachers/Staff and sub-contractors, customers and the community.
Our objective in the environmental health and safety area is to assume a responsible position.
In accomplishing this we will:
1.
Comply with all local, and national legislation.
2.
Ensure that our operations and products used do not create unacceptable risks to human health or the
environment.
3.
Ensure that on site management of waste and the careful handling of material is a major priority in order to
protect materials and the environment.
4.
Assess the discharges and waste generated from our premises and their effects, if any, on the environment
and community.
5.
Segregate unavoidable waste and recycle wherever possible.
6.
Always try to source products that are recyclable and work to ensure that any recyclable material is handled in
the correct manner.
7.
Salvage and reuse materials arising if we remove older systems and wherever possible.
8.
Nothing hazardous will ever be discarded in the drain.
Our goal of a cleaner environment can be achieved by a conscientious effort and commitment to excellence from all
our of staff.
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10.

WELFARE

Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School undertakes to protect the Health and Welfare of staff and others affected by our
works such as sub-contractors and customers.
We intend to comply with current legislation covering this subject; SHWW 2005 Act and 2007 to 2020 General
application Regulations. Issues of welfare will always be treated in the strictest confidence.
School facilities undergo a daily, weekly and monthly cleaning routine.
The Governments Work Safely Protocol of May 2021 and the COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable
operation of Primary and Special Schools of August 2021, advises that rooms should be well ventilated, this can be
achieved by opening windows or by using an air conditioning system (Air conditioners may only be used if they are
drawing clean air from an external source, systems which recycle air from inside the building must not be used).
Classroom windows will be kept partially open when the classroom is in use and fully open in the mornings before
class
Note – Fire doors may only be held open if they are designed to release and close automatically when the alarm is
activated.

10.1

Hygiene Facilities

Teachers/Staff are encouraged to wash hands regularly, particularly before eating. Wash hand basins, towels, toilet
facilities, running water are provided at our premises. We will limit the maximum number of persons who may use
toilets at any one time in order to ensure social distancing.
Hand sanitizers stations will be provided in addition to hand washing facilities.
Note - Hand sanitisers for use against COVID-19 must contain a minimum of 70% alcohol. As hand sanitisers are
biocides, they must be registered with the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM). The register of
Hand Sanitizers can be reviewed at https://www.pcs.agriculture.gov.ie/registers/biocidalproductregisters/ . Alcoholbased hand sanitisers are highly flammable and must not be stored or used near heat or a naked flame.
Bins will be provided for the safe disposal of used tissues and PPE.
Legionella
We will ensure that toilets are flushed and taps are run regularly during periods of prolonged closure to prevent
stagnation of water in our plumbing which could give rise to legionella

10.2

Canteen Facilities

Canteen facilities are provided for Teachers/Staff. We will ensure that canteens undergo regularly scheduled cleaning.
Canteens are equipped with antiviral cleaner and tissue paper for cleaning and Teachers/Staff are instructed to clean
chair and table surfaces and touch points on communal before and after use. We have taken actions to ensure social
distancing within canteens including rearranging staggering breaks, rearranging seating, and limiting the maximum
number of staff who may use the canteen at any one time to 3. Teachers/Staff are also required to bring their own
utensils

10.3

Smoking

No smoking is allowed in any indoor work area under The Public Health (Tobacco) (Amendment) Act 2004 (No. 6 of
2004) and where flammable substances are in use or stored. Teachers/Staff found smoking in these areas will face
disciplinary procedure.
The Public Health (Tobacco) (Amendment) Act 2004 (No. 6 of 2004) will be strictly implemented by this School.
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10.4

Pregnant Teachers/Staff

The health status of pregnant Teachers/Staff must not be affected in any way by our work, whether on site, in the
office or elsewhere.

As per Chapter 2 of Part 6 and the related schedule 8 of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application)

Regulations 2007 to 2020, we shall endeavour to:

 Inform all female Teachers/Staff of their rights & duties when they start work with us.
 Inform all female Teachers/Staff that they must inform Management of their pregnancy as soon as it is
practicable after it occurs, and at the time of notification, give to their employer or produce for their
employer’s inspection a medical or other appropriate certificate confirming her condition.
 Once informed of a pregnant employee’s condition, we shall:
o Carry out a specific risk assessment of her work.
o Provide suitable work for this employee, should her situation require a change from her present
activities.
o Provide suitable rest facilities for her.
o Provide paid Safety & Health leave should we not have an alternative, safe work for her, as is required
under these regulations.
The health status of pregnant Teachers/Staff must not be affected in any way by our work, whether on site, in the
office or elsewhere. (Sensitive at-risk persons should be given the opportunity to work from home if possible, to
reduce the likelihood of contracting COVID-19).

10.5

First Aid

The trained First Aider on site is Leah Weste. Adequate First Aid kits are provided by Scoil Bhride Girls Primary
School. Please report to The Principal if any items need to be replaced.
COVID-19 First Aid Measures
• COVID-19 infects people through close contact with the mucous membranes. First Aiders must think of
these as being the eye, nose and mouth. COVID-19 does note infect through the skin, but bringing
contaminated skin e.g. on hands into contact with the face can lead to infection.
• Reducing the number of persons in close contact reduces the risk of infection spreading, it is therefore
recommended that only one first aider should attend to a casualty where possible
• First Aiders will need to perform a risk assessment for each scenario they encounter. Risk of exposure
can be managed by wearing appropriate PPE and by providing the injured/ill person with a mask to
cover their nose and mouth with.
• The following PPE will be made available to First Aiders,
- Disposable gloves
- EN14683 Medical Grade Face Masks
- Disposable plastic aprons
- Enclosed eye protection
•
•
•

Wash hands thoroughly before putting on PPE.
First Aiders must ensure that their mask covers their nose and mouth and makes a tight seal to their
face.
If a person is unresponsive do not check their breathing by the look and listen method, if in doubt
begin CPR immediately. (Based on PHECC guidance in cases of cardiac arrest Chest Compressions only
CPR is recommended until such time that the COVID-19 pandemic is lifted).
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•

•
•

Adults with minor injuries should be advised on how to treat them with the First Aider supervising from
a safe distance.
Ensure that all disposable PPE is put into the correct waste bins. Any reusable equipment must be
disinfected properly before being returned to the first aid kit.
Wash hands thoroughly when taking off on PPE.

The table below is the minimum recommendation by the Health and Safety Authority.

RECOMMENDED CONTENTS OF FIRST AID BOXES & KITS
MATERIALS
TRAVEL KIT
FIRST AID BOX CONTENTS
CONTENTS
1 – 10
11– 25
26 – 50
Persons Persons
Persons

Adhesive Plasters
Sterile Eye Pads, bandage attached.
Individually wrapped Triangular Bandages.
Safety Pins.
Medium individually wrapped Sterile un-medicated
Wound Dressing (approx. 10 x 8 cms.)
Large individually wrapped Sterile un-medicated Wound
Dressing (approx. 13 x 9 cms.)
Extra Large individually wrapped Sterile un-medicated
Wound Dressing (approx. 28 x 17.5 cms.)
Individually wrapped Wipes.
Paramedic Shears.
Pairs of Latex Gloves.
Additionally, where there is no clear running water, Sterile
Eye wash.**
Pocket Face Mask
Water Burns Dressing small 10cm x 10cm ***
Water Burns Dressing large***
Crepe Bandage 7cm

20
2
2
6
1

20
2
2
6
2

20
2
6
6
2

40
4
6
6
4

1

2

6

8

1

2

3

4

10
1
3
2x
20ml
1
1
1
1

10
1
5
1 x 500ml

20
1
10
2 x 500ml

40
1
10
2 x 500ml

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
3

NOTE:
Where more than 50 people are employed, pro-rata provision should be made.
**Where mains tap water is not readily available for eye irrigation, sterile water or sterile normal saline (0.9%) in
sealed disposable containers should be provided. Each container should hold at least 300 ml and should not be reused once the sterile seal is broken. The container should be CE marked. Eye bath / eye cups / refillable containers
should not be used for eye irrigation.
*** Where mains tap water is not readily available for cooling burnt area.
AED. The provision of Automated External Defibrillators (AED) in the workplace should be considered, especially
where there is a trained Occupational First Aider. The training of other staff members in the use of the AED is also
encouraged by the H.S.A.
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Isolation Room
We have provided an isolation room to allow persons showing symptoms of COVID-19 to isolate behind a closed
door. This room is equipped with,
• tissues
• hand sanitizer and wipes
• PPE – Masks and Gloves
• Bin bags for disposal of used tissues and PPE

10.6

Contractors

Every contractor or subcontractor to Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School is bound to the rules as laid down under the
Safety Statement of the School. The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005, sections 17 (3) and 21 govern all
contractors to the School and they are requested to make themselves familiar with these sections.
The contractor shall be responsible for the area s/he is working in. Trailing leads and cables shall be brought from
overhead whenever possible. A contractor should erect barriers around his/her work area where personal injury is
possible.
A contractor’s work method must be carried out according to the terms of the contract if and where applicable, safe
working conditions agreed upon prior to commencement of work or explained during the work. All work must be to
standards as governed by legislation. The contractor is obliged to hand over a copy of his Safety Statement, job
Hazard / Risk assessment and job method statement for review by the School before work commences. Contractors
must update their Safety Statement, Risk Assessments and Method Statements to take account of COVID-19. They
may be asked to make changes to any element were considered necessary by Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School.
Contractors are expected to maintain social distancing and to wear face masks where this is not possible.
Contractors are requested to familiarise themselves with the School Safety Procedures prior to commencement of
work. This should include reading and understanding our Safety Statement and or explanations from our
Teachers/Staff. An outline of the plan of work and intended safe working practices will be requested.
Contractors appointed to design, build or carry out any form of maintenance work on behalf of Scoil Bhride Girls
Primary School must abide by all legal requirements, including their roles and responsibilities as per the Construction
Regulations of 2013 to 2020, S.I. No, 291.

10.7

Safety Signs

Safety Signboards put in place after November 1st 2007 should not contain text, they are intended to be understood,
independently of the language ability of the worker viewing them. Employers must instruct Teachers/Staff on the
meaning of signs.
Additional signage has been put in place to provide Teachers/Staff and Pupils with relevant COVID-19 information
such as information on symptoms and transmission of the virus correct hand washing technique, social distancing
and correct wearing of face masks.
Signage is provided for download at: https://www.education.ie/en/The-Department/Announcements/informationfor-schools-preschools-and-third-level-institutions-on-the-coronavirus.html#1
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11.

HARASSMENT AND BULLYING POLICY STATEMENT

As part of its overall commitment to equality of opportunity, Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School is fully committed to
promoting a good and harmonious working environment where every employee is treated with respect and dignity
and in which no employee feels threatened or intimidated because of his or her religious beliefs, political opinion,
gender, marital status, disability or race. The aim of the policy is to prevent harassment, provide guidance to resolve
any problems should they occur and prevent re-occurrence.
Harassment detracts from a productive working environment and can affect the health, confidence, morale and
performance of those affected by it, including anyone who witnesses or knows about the unwanted behaviour. This
can have a direct impact on the profitability and economic efficiency of the organization.
Harassment at work in any form is unacceptable behaviour and will not be permitted or condoned. Sexual, sectarian
and racial harassment, as well as harassing a disabled person constitutes discrimination and is unlawful under the
sexual discrimination, fair employment, race relations and disability legislation.
Harassment is inappropriate behaviour at work and will be treated by Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School as misconduct,
which may include gross misconduct warranting dismissal.
All Teachers/Staff must comply with this policy.
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12.

Anti Bullying Policy Children

12.1

Introduction

In accordance with the requirements of the Education (Welfare) Act 2000 and the code of behaviour guidelines
issued by the NEWB, the Board of Management of Scoil Bhríde has adopted the following anti-bullying policy within
the framework of the school’s overall code of behaviour. This policy fully complies with the requirements of the
AntiBullying Procedures for Primary and Post-Primary Schools which were published in September 2013.

12.2

Rational

Scoil Bhríde has a central role in the children’s social moral development just as it does in their academic
development. In school, we work towards standards of behaviour based on the basic principles of honesty, respect,
consideration and responsibility. The individuality of each child needs to be accommodated while at the same time
acknowledging the right of every child to education in a disruption free environment.

12.3

Key Aims of This Policy

The Board of Management recognises the very serious nature of bullying and the negative impact that it can have on
the lives of pupils and is therefore fully committed to the following key principles of best practice in preventing and
tackling bullying behaviour:
a) A positive culture and climate which
• is welcoming of difference and diversity and is based on inclusivity;
• encourages pupils to disclose and discuss incidents of bullying behaviour in a nonthreatening
environment; and
• promotes respectful relationships across the school community; See: Appendix -1 and Appendix 2
b) Effective leadership.
c) A school-wide approach.
d) A shared understanding of what bullying is and its impact;
• Student questionnaires/Socio-grams
• Agreed Anti–bullying Code developed by staff and students and reviewed and signed annually.
e) Implementation of education and prevention strategies (including awareness raising measures) that;
• build empathy, respect and resilience in pupils; and
• explicitly address the issues of cyber-bullying and identity-based bullying including in particular,
homophobic and transphobic bullying.
f) Effective supervision and monitoring of pupils
g) Supports for staff, trialling of new initiative (e.g. Friendship Week) and effective/ open guidance. Our staff
will also consciously investigate any new methods or schemes which may come to our notice over the
course of the academic year.
h) Consistent recording, investigation and follow up of bullying behaviour (including use of established
intervention strategies); and
i) On-going evaluation of the effectiveness of the anti-bullying policy.
j) Emphasise the links and fantastic work that is done in the SPHE lessons.
k) Maintain and link to Scoil Bhríde’s “Cyber-Bullying Policy”.
l) Organise relevant thematic social learning events eg “Friendship Week” and “Cyclone Anti-Bullying Theatre
Programme.
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m) Special consideration will be given to S.E.N. pupils to ensure that they are happy in their environment and
help them to foster positive relationships with their class mates.

12.4

Definition of Terms

In accordance with the Anti-Bullying Procedures for Primary and Post-Primary Schools bullying is defined as follows:
Bullying is unwanted negative behaviour, verbal, psychological or physical conducted, by an individual or group
against another person (or persons) and which is repeated over time. The following types of bullying behaviour are
included in the definition of bullying: 2 Scoil Bhríde, Crosshaven 13910N Anti-Bullying Policy
• deliberate exclusion, malicious gossip and other forms of relational bullying,
• cyber-bullying (see Specific Policy)
• identity-based bullying such as homophobic bullying, racist bullying, bullying based on a person’s
membership of the Traveller community and bullying of those with disabilities or special educational needs.
Isolated or once-off incidents of intentional negative behaviour, including a once-off offensive or hurtful text
message or other private messaging, do not fall within the definition of bullying and should be dealt with, as
appropriate, in accordance with the school’s code of behaviour. However, in the context of this policy, placing a
once-off offensive or hurtful public message, image or statement on a social network site or other public forum
where that message, image or statement can be viewed and/or repeated by other people will be regarded as
bullying behaviour. Negative behaviour that does not meet this definition of bullying will be dealt with in accordance
with the school’s code of behaviour. Additional information on different types of bullying is set out in Section 2 of
the AntiBullying Procedures for Primary and Post-Primary Schools.

12.5

Examples of Bullying Behaviour

General behaviours which apply
to all types of bullying

Relational
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Harassment based on any of the nine grounds in the equality
legislation e.g. sexual harassment, homophobic bullying, racist
bullying etc.
• Physical aggression
• Damage to property
• Name calling
• Slagging
• The production, display or circulation of written words, pictures or
other materials aimed at intimidating another person
• Offensive graffiti
• Extortion
• Intimidation
• Insulting or offensive gestures
• The “look”
• Invasion of personal space
• A combination of any of the types listed.
This involves manipulating relationships as a means of bullying. Behaviours
include:
• Malicious gossip
• Isolation & exclusion
• Ignoring
• Excluding from the group
• Taking someone’s friends away
• “Bitching”
• Spreading rumours
• Breaking confidence
•
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• Talking loud enough so that the victim can hear
• The “look”
• Use or terminology such as ‘nerd’ in a derogatory way
Cyber
Denigration: Spreading rumors, lies or gossip to hurt a person’s reputation
• Harassment: Continually sending vicious, mean or disturbing
messages to an individual
• Impersonation: Posting offensive or aggressive messages under
another person’s name
• Flaming: Using inflammatory or vulgar words to provoke an online
fight
• Trickery: Fooling someone into sharing personal information which
you then post online
• Outing: Posting or sharing confidential or compromising information
or images
• Exclusion: Purposefully excluding someone from an online group
• Cyber stalking: Ongoing harassment and denigration that causes a
person considerable fear for his/ her safety
• Silent telephone/mobile phone call
• Abusive telephone/mobile phone calls
• Abusive text messages
• Abusive email
• Abusive photographs
• Abusive communication on social networks e.g. Facebook/Ask.fm/
Twitter/You Tube or on games consoles
• Abusive website comments/Blogs/Pictures
• Abusive posts on any form of communication technology
Identity Based Behaviours including any of the nine discriminatory grounds mentioned in Equality Legislation;
(gender including transgender, civil status, family status, sexual orientation, religion, age, disability, race and
membership of the Traveller community).
Homophobic and Transgender
• Spreading rumours about a person’s sexual orientation
• Taunting a person of a different sexual orientation
• Name calling e.g. Gay, queer, lesbian...used in a derogatory manner
• Physical intimidation or attacks
• Threats
Race, nationality, ethnic
• Discrimination, prejudice, comments or insults about colour,
background and membership of
nationality, culture, social class, religious beliefs, ethnic or traveller
the Traveller community
background
• Exclusion on the basis of any of the above
Sexual
• Unwelcome or inappropriate sexual comments or touching
• Harassment
Special Educational Needs,
• Name calling
Disability
• Taunting others because of their disability or learning needs
• Taking advantage of some pupils’ vulnerabilities and limited capacity
to recognise and defend themselves against bullying
• Taking advantage of some pupils’ vulnerabilities and limited capacity
to understand social situations and social cues.
• Mimicking a person’s disability
• Setting others up for ridicule
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12.6

Definition of Roles

The relevant teacher(s) for investigating and dealing with bullying is (are) as follows:
All class teachers, our Deputy Principal Ms. Miriam Long as well as our Principal Mr. Séamus O’Connor
Any teacher may act as a relevant teacher if circumstances warrant it.

12.7

Prevention Strategy

The education and prevention strategies (including strategies specifically aimed at cyberbullying, homophobic and
transphobic bullying) that will be used by the school are as follows:
School-wide approach
• A school-wide approach to the fostering of respect for all members of the school community.
•
The promotion of the value of diversity to address issues of prejudice.

12.8

Procedures

Our school’s procedures for investigation, follow-up and recording of bullying behaviour and the established
intervention strategies used by the school for dealing with cases of bullying behaviour are as follows (see Section 6.8
of the Anti-Bullying Procedures for Primary and Post-Primary Schools):

12.8.1 Procedures for Investigating and Dealing with Bullying
The primary aim in investigating and dealing with bullying is to resolve any issues and to restore, as far as is
practicable, the relationships of the parties involved (rather than to apportion blame);
The school’s procedures will be consistent with the following approach. Every effort will be made to ensure that all
involved (including pupils, parent(s)/guardian(s)) understand this approach from the outset.

12.8.2 Reporting Bullying Behaviour
•
•
•

Any pupil or parent(s)/guardian(s) may bring a bullying incident to any teacher in the school.
All reports, including anonymous reports of bullying, will be investigated and dealt with by the relevant
teacher.
Teaching and non-teaching staff such as secretaries, special needs assistants (SNAs), , caretakers, cleaners
must report any incidents of bullying behaviour witnessed by them, or mentioned to them, to the relevant
teacher.

12.8.3 Investigating the Incident
Investigating and dealing with bullying, the (relevant)teacher will exercise his/her professional judgement to
determine whether bullying has occurred and how best the situation might be resolved;
• Parent(s)/guardian(s) and pupils are required to co-operate with any investigation and assist the school in
resolving any issues and restoring, as far as is practicable, the relationships of the parties involved as quickly
as possible;
• Teachers should take a calm, unemotional problem-solving approach.
• Where possible incidents should be investigated outside the classroom situation to ensure the privacy of all
involved;
• All interviews should be conducted with sensitivity and with due regard to the rights of all pupils concerned.
Pupils who are not directly involved can also provide very useful information in this way;
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•
•

•

When analysing incidents of bullying behaviour, the relevant teacher should seek answers to questions of
what, where, when, who and why. This should be done in a calm manner, setting an example in dealing
effectively with a conflict in a non-aggressive manner;
If a group is involved, each member should be interviewed individually at first. Thereafter, all those involved
should be met as a group. At the group meeting, each member should be asked for his/her account of what
happened to ensure that everyone in the group is clear about each other’s statements;
Each member of a group should be supported through the possible pressures that may face them from the
other members of the group after the interview by the teacher; It may also be appropriate or helpful to ask
those involved to write down their recollection of events.

The school’s programme of support for working with pupils affected by bullying is as Follows:
• All in-school supports and opportunities will be provided for the pupils affected by bullying to participate in
activities designed to raise their self-esteem, to develop friendships and social skills and build resilience e.g.
- Buddy / Peer mentoring system
- Group work such as circle time
•

12.9

Pupils should understand that there are no innocent bystanders and that all incidents of bullying behaviour
must be reported to a teacher.

Supervision and Monitoring of Pupils

The Board of Management confirms that appropriate supervision and monitoring policies and practices are in place
to both prevent and deal with bullying behaviour and to facilitate early intervention where possible.

12.10 Prevention of Harassment
The Board of Management confirms that the school will, in accordance with its obligations under equality legislation,
take all such steps that are reasonably practicable to prevent the sexual harassment of pupils or staff or the
harassment of pupils or staff on any of the nine grounds specified i.e. gender including transgender, civil status,
family status, sexual orientation, religion, age, disability, race and membership of the Traveller community.

12.11 Ratification
This policy was adopted by the Board of Management in June 2019.
This policy has been made available to school personnel, published on the school website, printed in our school
homework journals and provided to the Parents’ Association of Scoil Bhríde. A copy of this policy will be made
available to the Department and the patron if requested.
This policy and its implementation will be reviewed by the Board of Management once in every school year. Written
notification that the review has been completed will be made available to school personnel, published on the school
website (or where none exists, be otherwise readily accessible to parents and pupils on request) and provided to the
Parents’ Association (where one exists). A record of the review and its outcome will be made available, if requested,
to the patron and the Department.
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12.12 Apendix A
Table A: Key elements of a positive school culture and climate
• The school acknowledges the right of each member of the school community to enjoy school in a secure
environment.
• The school acknowledges the uniqueness of each individual and his/her worth as a human being.
• The school promotes positive habits of self -respect, self-discipline and responsibility among all its members.
• The school prohibits vulgar, offensive, sectarian or other aggressive behaviour or language by any of its
members.
• The school has a clear commitment to promoting equity in general and gender equity in particular in all
aspects of its functioning.
• The school has the capacity to change in response to pupils needs.
• The school identifies aspects of curriculum through which positive and lasting influences can be exerted
towards forming pupils’ attitudes and values.
• The school takes particular care of "at risk" pupils and uses its monitoring systems to facilitate early
intervention where necessary and it responds to the needs, fears or anxieties of individual members in a
sensitive manner.
• The school recognises the need to work in partnership with and keep parents informed on procedures to
improve relationships on a school - wide basis
• The school recognises the role of parents in equipping the pupil with a range of life - skills.
• The school recognises the role of other community agencies in preventing and dealing with bullying.
• The school promotes habits of mutual respect, courtesy and an awareness of the interdependence of people
in groups and communities.
• The school promotes qualities of social responsibility, tolerance and understanding among all its members
both in school and out of school.
•
Staff members share a collegiate responsibility, under the direction of the Principal, to act in preventing
bullying/aggressive behaviour by any member of the school community.
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12.13 Apendix B
Practical tips for building a positive school culture and climate
• The following are some practical tips for immediate actions that can be taken to help build a positive school
culture and climate and to help prevent and tackle bullying behaviour.
• Model respectful behaviour to all members of the school community at all times.
• Explicitly teach pupils what respectful language and respectful behaviour looks like, acts like, sounds like and
feels like in class and around the school.
• Display key respect messages in classrooms, in assembly areas and around the school. Involve pupils in the
development of these messages.
• Catch them being good - notice and acknowledge desired respectful behaviour by providing positive
attention.
• Consistently tackle the use of discriminatory and derogatory language in the school – this includes
homophobic and racist language and language that is belittling of pupils with a disability or SEN.
• Give constructive feedback to pupils when respectful behaviour and respectful language are absent.
• Have a system of encouragement and rewards to promote desired behaviour and compliance with the
school rules and routines.
• Explicitly teach pupils about the appropriate use of social media.
• Positively encourage pupils to comply with the school rules on mobile phone and internet use.
• Follow up and follow through with pupils who ignore the rules.
• Actively involve parents and/or the Parents’ Association in awareness raising campaigns around social
media.
• Actively promote the right of every member of the school community to be safe and secure in school.
• Highlight and explicitly teach school rules in pupil friendly language in the classroom and in common areas.
• All staff can actively watch out for signs of bullying behaviour.
• Ensure there is adequate playground/school yard/outdoor supervision.
• School staff can get pupils to help them to identify bullying “hot spots” and “hot times” for bullying in the
school.
- Hot spots tend to be in the playground/school yard/outdoor areas, changing rooms, corridors and
other areas of unstructured supervision.
- Hot times again tend to be times where there is less structured supervision such as when pupils are
in the playground/school yard or moving classrooms.
•

Support the establishment and work of student councils
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13.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

It is School Policy that Protective Equipment is issued for your own safety. Following a Hazard Identification / Risk
assessment, Personal Protective Equipment (P.P.E.) will be issued and must be when the risk cannot be reduced by
other means.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will comply with the requirements of the 2005 Safety, Health and Welfare at Work
Act, the EC Directive on PPE 89/656/EEC and of 2007 to 2020, Chapter 3 Part 2, Regulations 62 to 67 and Schedule 2
as far as is reasonably practicable.
Each employee who is issued with personal protective equipment is responsible for its use and safe storage and must
immediately report loss or damage to those in charge.
If protective equipment is supplied but not used, both the employee and Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School are breaking
the law. It is unacceptable and against Safety Policy to condone non-use of the equipment by effectively turning a
‘blind eye’ to the non-user: the regulations and standards must be enforced for the health and safety of the individual.
Any individual who refuses to wear the equipment should be counselled as to the reasons why the equipment must
be used. If the individual persists in refusing to use the equipment, they should be advised that Scoil Bhride Girls
Primary School regards this as a matter of gross misconduct. If the individual continues to refuse to use the equipment,
our disciplinary procedure will be invoked.
This is a non-exhaustive list of P.P.E, which may be required on occasion.
Types of P.P.E. necessary:
•

•
•
•

Gloves are to be used when working as required e.g. when handling chemicals or doing maintenance.
i. Gloves should only be worn as COVID-19 Protection except where intimate care such as first aid is being
provided. Where gloves are necessary, they must not be considered a substitute for hand hygiene.
Hands must be cleaned whenever gloves are removed. Disposable gloves must be disposed of safely in
PPE bins
Safety footwear with protective guarding and good grip. e,g when doing grounds work or maintenance
Hi-Visibility vest where required. e.g. during field trips
Where the social distancing cannot be maintained mask must be worn,
i Cloth masks may be worn where Teacher/Staff are not providing close in personal attention. Cloth face
coverings should be washed after every day of use and/or before being used again, or if visibly soiled.
ii EN14683 Medical masks must be worn SNAs and teachers in special needs classes and those Teachers/
Staff who by necessity need to be in close and continued proximity with pupils with intimate care needs
including School Bus Escorts.
iii Face shields/visors are not considered to be effective protection from COVID-19 and must only be worn
where teachers/staff are interacting with pupils with hearing difficulties or learning difficulties.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.
It is the responsibility of Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School to provide adequate Personal Protective Equipment
where no other method of risk reduction is reasonably practicable.
2.
We intend to supply PPE to adequate standards, sizes and amounts as it is required, as per General Application
Regulations 2007 to 2020, Chapter 4, Part 2, Regulations 68 & 69 and Schedule 2 of these Regulations.
3.
We intend to ensure that all PPE, which requires maintenance, is maintained to an adequate standard, in good
working order and in a satisfactory hygienic condition, so as not to provide risk to Safety, Health and Welfare
of the user, as per 2007 to 2020, Regulation 66.
4.
We intend to make provisions for ensuring that where P.P.E. is provided that it is used.
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Teachers/Staff (Safety Health & Welfare at Work Act 2005, Section 13 & 14)
1.
Where Teachers/Staff have been provided with Personal Protective Equipment for protection of their Safety
and Health it is their duty to wear it. The only exception to this is where a medical condition stipulates against
its use.
2.
Any defects in this equipment should be reported to The Principal and a replacement obtained.
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14.

MANUAL HANDLING

Injury can occur from lifting even relatively light loads if proper precautions are not taken. We will comply with the
requirements of the 2005 Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, and 2007 to 2020 Chapter 4 Part 2, Regulations
68 and 69 and Schedule 3 as far as reasonably practicable.
14.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Factors to be considered as lifting hazards

Weight of load.
Size of load.
Bulky load.
No proper grip.
How often is the load lifted?
Is there enough space to lift safely?
Is lifting done outside the best lifting range (above the chest / below the hip).
Is the best lifting technique employed?
Health and ability of person lifting.
How far is the item lifted (distance)?
Are platforms provided?
Is training given?
Is the area kept free of obstruction - trip hazards?

Consideration must be given to reduce the incidence of injury in manual handling situations.
14.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Principles of Lifting
Assess the Risk
Bend the Knees
Broad Stable Base
Back Straight
Palmar Grip
Arms Close to the Trunk
Weight Close to Centre of Gravity
Feet Point in Direction of Movement

ALWAYS USE MECHANICAL LIFTING EQUIPMENT WHERE POSSIBLE.
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15.

SCHOOL MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

In accordance with the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations 2007 to 2020,
Regulation 28. An employer must ensure that:
a)
Any work equipment provided for the use of Teachers/Staff complies with the provisions of any relevant
enactment.
b) Account is taken of specific working conditions when selecting work equipment.
c) Ensure work equipment is installed and located and is suitable for the work carried out.
d)
Ensure appropriate measures are taken to minimise any risks where it is not possible to fully ensure that
Teachers/Staff without risk can use work equipment.
e)
Ensure sufficient space to reduce risk is provided between moving parts and fixed or moving parts in its
environment.
f) Where work equipment involves a specific risk – ensure that
1. The use of such equipment is restricted to those required to use it.
2. Repairs/Modifications/Servicing/Maintenance of such equipment is carried out by persons competent
for such work.
g)
Take into account the working posture and position of Teachers/Staff while using work equipment.
h)
Ensure areas and points for working on, or maintenance of work equipment are suitably lit
i)
Where work equipment parts are at very high or low temperature, are where appropriate, protected to avoid
the risk of Teachers/Staff coming into contact or coming too close.
j)
Ensure work equipment bears warning signs and markings essential to ensure the safety and health of
Teachers/Staff.
k)
Ensure Teachers/Staff have safe means of access to and egress from and are able to remain safely in all areas
necessary for production, adjustment and maintenance operations.
l)
Ensure work equipment is used only for operations and under conditions for which it is appropriate
m)
Ensure work equipment is appropriately fitted with apparatus for protection of Teachers/Staff.
n)
Ensure all work equipment is appropriate for preventing the risk of explosion of the work equipment.
o)
Ensure all work equipment is erected or dismantled under safe conditions.
p)
Work equipment that may be struck by lightning is protected by devices or appropriate means against the
effects of lightning.
q)
Ensure all forms of energy, substances and articles used or produced with work equipment are supplied or
removed in a safe manner.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of equipment, which may be in use on specific types of work by Teachers/Staff
at any stage:
•
•
•
•

Computers and other office equipment
Sports equipment
Cleaning equipment
Ride on mower, strimmers, push mower, handheld hedge cutter, power washer
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16.

OFFICE SAFETY

Experience has shown that the office layout poses certain high risks. Some of these are trips on trailing cables and
collisions in narrow aisles due to overcrowding in desk layout.
• Report incidents of uncontrolled refuse and avoid leaving empty boxes and paper on the floor.
• Store handbags or briefcases on tables, shelves or in lockers not on the floor.
• Tidy up extension leads tight against the wall.
• Replace defective chairs and office furniture.
• Do not climb on office furniture to open high windows or to reach items at high level.
• When lifting loads, lift with the back straight using the correct posture.
• Do not leave filling cabinets open.
• Fill filing cabinets from the bottom drawer first and working up through the drawers.
• Don’t overfill the top drawers of filling cabinets for fear of them toppling over.
• Remove shredded waste from the office area; it is a major fire hazard.
• Do not use electric kettles on the floor or above seating where they can be tripped over or might fall on
someone.
• Take care of portable heaters to ensure they are not a trip or fire hazard and switch them off and unplug
them when not in use.
• Keep all access to doors and passageways clear at all times.
• Be familiar with the location of all emergency exits.
• Be familiar with the location and use of fire-fighting equipment.
• Keep the floor area clear at all times. Never leave files lying around on the floor.
• Always store light items on high shelves and the heavier items on shelves near the floor.

16.1

Computers (Visual Display Equipment, V.D.U. and Display Screen Equipment, D.S.E.)

General Guidelines
VDU equipment should be as flexible and adjustable as possible to suit the individual operator.
Windows should be fitted with adjustable blinds to prevent glare.
Local lighting should be provided where necessary.
Lighting should not be directly over the unit.
You should have a 700mm maximum viewing range to screen.
A document holder should be provided and arranged to minimise frequent head / eye movement.
The keyboard should be detachable to avoid strain on hands and arms.
The angle of your arm and upper arm should be between 70° and 90°.
Your chair should be adjustable, with the seat / backrest (height / tilt).
A footrest should be provided, if required by operator.
Do not sit in the same position for long periods.
Do not bend your hands up at the wrist when keying. Try to keep a soft touch on the keys and don’t
overstretch your fingers.
• Make sure the characters on your screen are sharply focused and the brightness and contrast is adjusted
correctly.
• Keep the screen clean.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rest breaks
Most tasks involve a mix of normal clerical and VDU operations and as such, natural breaks or pauses occur as a
consequence of the inherent organisation of the work. These informal breaks help to maintain performance by
preventing the onset of fatigue. In some VDU tasks requiring continuous and sustained attention, such naturally
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occurring breaks are less frequent. In this situation, the introduction of rest pauses should help attention and
concentration to be maintained. It’s difficult to be specific, but 10 minutes per hour is recommended.
The following principles should be adhered to:
1. Rest pauses should be arranged so that they are taken prior to the onset of fatigue, not as a recuperative period
from it.
2. Short, frequent pauses appear to be more satisfactory than longer ones taken occasionally.
3. Ideally, the break should be taken away from the V.D.U.
Operators Posture
The adoption of correct posture is critical to the comfortable operation of a VDU. It is in each operator’s interest to
adopt good posture, as it will prevent the onset of fatigue, backache etc. A number of requirements should be
considered:
1. The underside of the desk should allow good thigh and leg clearance.
2. The top of the work desk should allow for the “home row” of keys on the keyboard to be at the elbow height of
the seated operator.
3. Your eyes should be cast downwards at about an angle of 15° with the person seated in an upright position.
4. The keyboard should be angled so that the operator’s forearms are approximately parallel to the floor.
5. The documents should be easily accessible. Some movement is beneficial but rapid repetitive movements of trunk
arm or head should be avoided.
6. There should be adequate space on the work desk in front of the keyboard for resting hands when in the idle
position.

16.2

Medical Factors

Epilepsy.
Any VDU operator with a known history of Photosensitive Epilepsy should consult a doctor prior to taking up work on
a VDU.
Eyesight.
Any defect in the correct functioning of the eyes may cause symptoms of visual fatigue, headaches or blurred vision.
It is important to ensure that operators have suitable corrected eyesight. The visual requirements for working at VDU’s
are the same as those required for other clerical / administrative work.
Medication.
The use of medication such as minor tranquillisers or other drugs may give rise to side effects, which mimic some of
the symptoms of visual fatigue, such as the slowing of eye movements. VDU operators who have been prescribed such
medication should be aware of this possibility and should mention that they operate VDU’s when consulting their
doctor.
Pregnancy.
Investigations, which have been carried out throughout the world involving both the measurement of radiation
emissions from VDU’s and the study of groups of operators to identify any ill effects, have not been able to show VDU
operation as the cause of miscarriages or birth defects. However, it is recognised that some women will remain anxious
and this anxiety and resultant stress can itself cause problems it is School policy to assign pregnant women to other
duties for the duration of their pregnancies if they wish.
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17.

COVID-19

Background: COVID-19 is an illness that emerged in late 2019 and spread globally in 2020. This disease primarily
affects the lungs and airways but is also reported to have long term effects on other parts of the body including the
heart and nervous system. In some cases, some patients develop a condition known as “Long Covid” where they suffer
on-going symptoms including fatigue, breathlessness, muscle aches, and palpitations.
This illness is caused by a Coronavirus virus called CoronavirusSARS-CoV-2. The virus has been found to be
significantly more infectious than the flu that circulates every winter. Viruses can be easily spread to other people
and patients are normally infectious until all the symptoms have gone. COVID-19 may survive on surfaces for up to
72 hours, so a combination of good personal hygiene and management of social distancing is required to help
protect people from infection.
This virus is here to stay until the population has received the new vaccines which are currently being administered.
The COVID-19 pandemic is a fluid and ever-changing situation. The following are useful links to help keep up to date
with this evolving situation:
• Health and Safety Authority - https://www.hsa.ie/eng/topics/covid19_coronavirus_information_and_resources/
• Health Service Executive - HSE - https://www2.hse.ie/coronavirus/
• Government of Ireland Work Safely Protocol - https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/bb7fd-work-safelyprotocol/#:~:text=The%20Protocol%20is%20a%20general,safe%20operation%20of%20those%20workplace
• Dapartment of Education and Skills - COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of
Primary and Special Schools of August 2021 https://assets.gov.ie/82063/f53cc783-ed0a-4e55-bac018133323e90d.pdf
• Dapartment of Education and Skills - Illustrative Primary Classroom Layouts as referenced under the
Roadmap for the Full Return to School of August 2020. file:///C:/Users/HSO/Downloads/82023_7612d3904a73-4afb-ba06-5d1c41bd5a0a.pdf
• Department of Education and Skills - Return to School Guidance for Practical Subjects in Post-Primary
Schools and Centres for Education of March 2021. https://assets.gov.ie/85594/17fe45af-dc43-470d-90b53d6d2f82d66e.pdf
• NSAI Workplace Protection and Improvement Guide - https://www.nsai.ie/images/uploads/general/NSAICOVID19-Guidelines-Workplace-20201023.pdf
• Government of Ireland Travel Guidelines - https://www.gov.ie/en/campaigns/75d92-covid-19-travel-advice/
The following measures are key to preventing the spread of the COVID-19 in the workplace;
•

Symptoms
These include fever (temperature), cough, shortness of breath and/or breathing difficulties, and loss or change
in your sense of smell or taste – this means you have noticed that you cannot smell or taste anything, or things
smell or taste different to normal.. Persons displaying symptoms must self-isolate and not attend site or work
for 14 days. Also, any person living with someone who is self-isolating or waiting a COVID-19 test must restrict
their movements for 14 days. It should be noted that COVID-19 may be spread by people who are not showing
symptoms.

•

General Health
Personnel living with “at risk groups” as defined by the HSE, must consider if there is a heightened risk from
attending work.

•

Travel
The Government of Ireland is discouraging people from partaking in unnecessary foreign travel. Any persons
returning to Ireland must self-isolate for 14 days after their return. It is recommended that anyone partaking
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•

•

in foreign travel should consult the HSE and the Department of Foreign affairs websites for the most up to
date information
Hand Hygiene
Provide sufficient handwashing facilities and sanitizer stations for all persons coming to the workplace. Ensure
that everyone is washing their hands or sanitizing their hands regularly.
Note - Hand sanitisers for use against COVID-19 must contain a minimum of 70% alcohol. As hand sanitisers
are biocides, any sanitizers used must be listed on the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine’s
Biocidal PT 1 Hand Sanitisers Register.
Social Distancing
Ensure Teachers/Staff maintain 2-metre (2m) separation insofar as possible while working, when using toilets,
canteens, drying rooms etc, this may require limiting the maximum number of persons allowed to use a
facility, or staggering start times and breaks. Social distancing should also be promoted when travelling to and
from work (public transport, vans etc.), and in their daily lives, in order to limit exposure.

•

Cough Etiquette / Respiratory Hygiene
Ensure people cough / sneeze into their sleeve, elbow, or a tissue, wash or sanitize their hands afterwards
and dispose of tissues in the bin.

•

Cleaning
Ensure that all frequently touched objects and surfaces are regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Policy Statement:
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will endeavour to comply with all advice issued by:
• HSE (Health Service Executive)
• WHO (World Health Organisation)
• HSA (Health and Safety Authority)
• The Dapartment of Education and Skills
• The Department of the Taoiseach
• The Department of Foreign Affaires
• The Office of Public Health
A shared and unified approach between employer and Teachers/Staff is required to ensure the success of our COVID19 protocol, this can be achieved through good communication. Scoil Bhride Girls Primary Scool will, communicate all
current information on COVID-19 to Teachers/Staff and any reviews and updates polices and safety documents and
risk assessments.
Roles & Responsibilities:
Management has a responsibility to provide all Teachers/Staff with all the necessary information and training when
made available with regards to COVID-19. All policies and work practices require review, this can be achieved by the
implementation of mitigation measures to combat the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School has reduced the number of persons in any work area to comply with the 2-metre
physical distancing recommended by the HSE where possible. Pupils will be segregated by class and will be placed into
individual pods within their classrooms.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School has advised all Teachers/Staff of the controls that will be applied to prevent the
spread of the virus.
All Teachers/Staff must follow the guidance provided and review the attached Risk Assessment.
Control Measures:
• All Teachers/Staff to be inducted and briefed on the controls before returning to the site through online
induction.
• All documentation must be updated to include COVID-19 as a hazard prior to attending site - i.e. the safety
statement & Risk Assessment.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Board of Management should provide a Covid-19 Action Plan/ Risk Assessment outlining how this risk will
be managed and controlled at the school. All Teachers/Staff shall strictly adhere to the Controls highlighted.
All Teachers/Staff must travel to work separately and where possible maintain distance in line with the
guidelines issued in our Risk Assessment.
A Lead Worker representative must be appointed to ensure that COVID-19 Controls are implemented
Management must ensure that all site facilities are sufficient to allow for the social distancing and hygiene
requirements for COVID-19 control.
Disinfection stations & Hand Wash/Sanitizing stations need to be provided to all Teachers/Staff and the Lead
Worker Representative will ensure that good hygiene is maintained.
Continuity of work crews to be encouraged for ease of contact tracing purposes.
Sensitive at-risk persons should be given the opportunity to work from home if possible, to reduce the
likelihood of contracting COVID-19.
Refer to the Attached Risk Assessment for a more extensive list of control measures.
A list of all Teachers/Staff & everyone who comes to this workplace, as well as who is working with whom
should be retained for contact tracing purposes, as per the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol of
May 2021.

Statutory Training updates:
First Aid Responder Training
The Pre-Hospital Emergency Care Council (PHECC) is responsible for the provision of First Aid certification in Ireland.
PHECC has confirmed that if a First Aid Responder’s certification has lapsed and they are unable to complete a
refresher course, their certification will remain valid until such time that the situation is rescinded. This departure
from normal standards shall be limited to the duration of the current COVID-19 outbreak.
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17.1

Covid-19 Remote Working Mental Health & Well Being

In accordance with the Government’s Resilience and Recovery Plan for the COVID-19 pandemic, Teachers/Staff may
be asked to work from home on a temporary basis.
Under the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005 employers have a duty to ensure the safety health and welfare
of their Teachers/Staff.
Employee Responsibilities include:
• Co-operating with their manager and following their instructions
• Protecting themselves and others from harm during the course of their work, e.g. taking care of any work
equipment provided and reporting any defects immediately to their employer
• Reporting any injury arising from work activity to their employer,
and
• Following procedures that have been put in place by their employer.
Employers should consider the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arranging regular updates via phone, web or email with each employee
Providing Teachers/Staff with emergency contact numbers
Arranging IT support in the event of technical problems where relevant
Providing Teachers/Staff with information detailing when it is important for them to contact their employer
Making sure work is organised in such a way that the employee takes regular breaks and can separate his/her
work life and daily life
Providing Teachers/Staff with regular feedback on their work
Encouraging Teachers/Staff to maintain contact with colleagues
Engaging an EAP (employment assistance programme) service.

The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005 places specific duties on both Employers and Teachers/Staff.
Incidents and injuries which result in the inability to work for more than three days are still required to be reported.
A risk assessment of premises and equipment to be carried out taking account of additional risk factors.
The main risk factors which need to be considered when staff are working from home include:
• Work environment
• Work equipment
• Staff wellbeing
• Incident management.
The Department of Education has put in place an Occupational Health Strategy as a supportive resource for staff in
schools. The aim of the Occupational Health Strategy is to promote the health and wellbeing of employees in the
workplace, with a strong focus on prevention. The Occupational Health Strategy comprises the Employee Assistance
Service and the Occupational Health Service. The Employee Assistance Service (EAS) is provided by Spectrum.Life
under the logo of ‘Wellbeing Together: Folláinne Le Chéile’.
The EAS is a self-referral service where employees have access to a dedicated freephone confidential helpline 1800
411 057 available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year providing advice on a range of issues such as wellbeing, legal,
financial, mediation, management support etc. The service is also available via SMS, WhatsApp, e-mail, live chat and
call back request. All points of contact for the service are qualified, accredited and experienced mental health
professionals.
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COVID-19 WELFARE FACILITIES CLEANING RECORD

Communal areas such as canteen, toilet and welfare areas must be checked and ensure that it is in good and clean
order and fit for purpose.
Date
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Time

Checked By

Good Order?

Improvement Needed
List
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WORKPLACE CLEANING REGISTER

This document is communicated to all staff. This document must be displayed on the wall of offices, canteens
classrooms and toilets to provide clear instruction regarding the cleaning regime. It outlines the high priority areas
and the frequency of the cleaning that is to be carried out.
Critical Areas and Frequency.

Location
1.

2.

3.

Canteens/ Staff Eating areas

Toilet Facilities- Pupils & Staff

Offices/ Reception and Meeting
Rooms

5.

Car Park

6.

General Work Areas/ Pupil
stations
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Items / Area to be
cleaned.
Floors
Countertops, Tables
and Chairs
Taps
Kitchen appliances
(kettle, microwave,
etc.)
Door Handles
Empty Bins
Mop Floors
Disinfect toilet bowls
and urinals
Basins
Taps
Dispensers
Door Handles
Wipe Down Cubicle
Doors
Empty Bins
Floors
Desktops and Chairs
Printer Controls
Other Appliance
Controls
Door Handles
Doors on
Cupboards/Shelving
Empty Bins
Surfaces
Card Reader
Empty Bins
Litter Pick

Frequency
Before and after all break times by
staff- sanitize wipes.
Deep clean Daily.
Record in the Cleaning log posted
on the wall.
Deep Clean Daily.
Record in the Cleaning Log posted
on the wall.

All staff to wipe surfaces at regular
daily intervals.
Once Daily at the End of the
Working Day.
Record in the Cleaning Log posted
on the wall.

Once Daily

Disinfect General
Once Daily
Touch Points –
Handrails on stairs and
walkways
External Handles
Desks, chairs
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SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL DAILY PREMISES WALK
COVID 19 COMPLIANCE CHECK LIST
Date
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BUSINESS SECTION/
ROOM

TIME

REQUIRED IMPROVEMENTS
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SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL DAILY COVID-19 CONTACT TRACING LOG
This form may be used to record contact between Teachers/Staff who work within 2 metres of each
other, and meetings with visitors or contractors, unless an alternative system of contact tracing is
provided at Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School.
DATE
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EMPLOYEE & ROOM/ OFFICE WORKED IN

TIME

COMMENTS
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DAILY COVID-19 CHECKLIST FOR OUR PREMISES AT SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL
Yes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are there hand sanitizers available in the retail area?

8.

Is the contact tracing form and temperature records form available
in the retail area?
Are the trays for tried-on glasses cleaned and ready for use?

9.
10.

No

Is there soap available in our welfare facilities?
Are there paper towels available in our welfare facilities?
Is there hot water available in all welfare facilities?
Are our welfare facilities being cleaned on a regular basis?
Are staff wearing the correct PPE, where required?
Is all Safety Signage erected, clean and legible?

Have the pens in the retail area been sanitised?

Supplies
1. Are there a supply of cleaning products available in stock
a. Hand Soap
b. Paper Towel
c. Hand Sanitiser
d. Hot Water
e. Gloves
f. Masks
2. Are there cleaning products available for site
a. Bleach
b. Cloths
c. Mops and Mop Bucket
d. Floor Cleaner
If “NO” was answered to any of the questions above, detail the mitigating steps that were taken:

Signed:………………………………………………….. Date: ……………………………………………………
Lead Worker Representative
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SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL TEMPERATURE RECORDS LOG FORM
EMPLOYEE NAME:______________________________
DATE
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TEMPERATURE

TIME

COMMENTS

SIGNATURE (of person
taking the reading)
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SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL COVID-19 Self-Declaration Form and Contact Tracing Log*
(VISITORS & CONTRACTORS)
The health and well-being of our Teachers/Staff, contractors and visitors is OUR highest priority. As a result
of the COVID-19 virus outbreak, we are applying precautionary additional screening processes and hygiene
measures to safeguard visitors to our workplace, our Teachers/Staff and our contractors. We require you to
assist us with these measures by answering the questions below and adhering to the additional hygiene
processes we have at our workplace.
Self-Declaration

Yes/No

1

Have you or anyone you live with returned to the island of Ireland from
another country in the last 14 days?
2
Have you been diagnosed with or confirmed or suspected of COVID19
infection in the last 14 days or been advised by a doctor to self-isolate at
this time?
3
Have you been in close contact with anyone who is confirmed with
having COVID19 virus or suspected of having it within the last 14 days
(that is, been less than 2 metres from that person for more than 15
minutes in 1 day, cumulative)?
4
Have you displayed or are displaying any symptoms relating to COVID19
such as dry cough, fever, sore throat, runny nose, shortness of breath,
lethargy, flu-like symptoms?
5
Have you been advised by your doctor that due to an underlying
condition that you should remain separated from potential carriers of
COVID19?
6
Do you have any problem with submitting for temperature testing prior
to entry to our workplace?
7
Have you been advised by a doctor to cocoon at this time?
8
Do you live in the same household as someone who has symptoms of
COVID19 who has been in isolation within the last 14 days?
If you respond YES to any of these questions, then as a precautionary measure
you will be unable to visit our workplace and we will make alternative work
arrangements (if applicable).
The Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade is advising against all non-essential travel overseas at this time.
This includes Great Britain but does not apply to Northern Ireland. It also includes all cruise ship travel. This
decision was taken on the advice of the National Public Health Emergency Team to combat COVID-19.
Anyone coming into Ireland, apart from Northern Ireland or any country on the current ‘Green List’, will be
required to restrict their movements on arrival for 14 days. This includes Irish residents. Essential supply
chain services such as hauler, pilots and maritime staff are exempt.
Additional Hygiene Procedures to follow during your visit:
• Health guidance promotes regular and effective handwashing as one of the best ways to prevent the
spread of any virus.
• While you attend our workplace today, you will see additional hand sanitisation processes in place,
including “how to hand wash” guidance in our washroom areas.
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• In addition, follow good respiratory hygiene. This means covering your mouth and nose with your bent
elbow or tissue when you cough or sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue immediately.
Please follow all the guidelines throughout your visit and use sanitiser regularly where it is available.
We ask for your full support with this updated guidance; we all have a shared responsibility to minimise the
risk of exposure and protect our individual and collective health. Self-Declaration records will be used and
disclosed for the purpose of managing site access during the risk period and as required by law. Records will
be kept securely by our Management team and retained for a period required under our retention schedule
to comply with regulations. This must be returned to MCP before you enter our workplace. If any
information on this changes before your visit, you must notify us immediately prior to your attendance.
To be completed by Visitor/Contractor
Name
Signature
Scoil Bhride Girls
Primary School
Telephone No.
Email address
Date
Meeting with
Completed by SCOIL BHRIDE GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL:
Other attendees
Location of
meeting
Signature

* We will retain Contact Tracing for contacts that have a pre-arranged meeting with our staff and/or who
remain on site for longer than 15 minutes and for staff who work within a 2 metre distance of each other.
We will not record Contact Tracing for delivery drivers, hauliers etc. Please let us know if you have any
questions or concerns and thank you for your cooperation.
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Appendix
•
•
•
•

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment
Safety Statement Acknowledgement Record
Accident Report Form (IR1)
PPE Record
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SAFETY STATEMENT & RISK ASSESSMENT

I wish to acknowledge receipt of the Safety Statement & Risk Assessment
I confirm that I have read, understand and accept its contents and will abide by all the rules and
procedures contained in it.
Safe working is a condition of employment.
DATE

EMPLOYEE NAME

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE

MANAGERS SIGNATURE

Please sign the above and return immediately to your Supervisor.
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SCHOOL HAZARD IDENTIFICATION & RISK ASSESSMENT
Scoil Bhride Primary School
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE:
Board of management, Seamus O Connor –
Principal
August 2021
Page No.
Page 1 of 43
Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
ASSESSED BY:
Darren Tully of Ayrton Group
RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Prepared By
Date
Issue

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment
Ayrton Group
August 2021
Version 4

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment
A Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment has been carried out on August 18th, 2021. This assessment is intended as a
guide to use for the purposes of attempting to reduce the possibility of accidents or ill health occurring.
Taking into account the constraints of time and resources, every effort has been made to identify the existing hazards and
recommend possible solutions. It is not reasonably practicable to expect a single audit to state all hazards or that all other
hazards are under control at the time of the audit.
This Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment Report is to be advisory and the final decisions must be made Management
of Scoil Bhride Primary School.
The Risk Assessment is based on the combination of the SEVERITY and LIKELIHOOD associated with each hazard.
HAZARD:
Is taken to mean “anything that can cause harm”.
RISK:
Is “the chance, great or small, that someone will be harmed by the hazard”.
SEVERITY:
Is “the possible outcome of an accident / incident, e.g. broken leg, explosion”.
LIKELIHOOD:
Is “the possibility of the accident / incident occurring”.
In the Risk Assessment SEVERITY and LIKELIHOOD have been graded as follows:
SEVERITY
LIKELIHOOD
Major
3
High
3
Serious
2
Medium
2
Slight
1
Low
1
The Risk Factor is the multiple of Severity and Likelihood. RISK is then graded as follows: GRADE OF RISK
High Risk

VALUE
7–9

RISK
“H”

Medium Risk

4–6

“M”

Low Risk

1-3

“L”

Hazard / Risk Controls

CHARACTERISTICS
Possibility of a single fatality or serious injury or of minor
injury to a number of people. Possibility of significant material
loss.
Possibility of minor injury to a small number of people. Risk of
some material loss. The possibility of fatality or serious injury
or significant material loss is unlikely although conceivable.
The possibility of injury or material loss is unlikely, although
conceivable.

Control measures stated on the attached sheets are intended to reduce the assessed risk to an acceptable level. Where it
is felt that the existing controls are not adequate, additional measures are recommended to rectify this. The Hazard
Identification & Risk Assessment should be reviewed at least every year.
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Area: General
Risk Before Control Measures
Access/
Egress
Routes
Emergency
Routes

Delay in the
evacuation of
premises,
Delay in the entry of
emergency services

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Maintenance
Contractors

Personal Injury

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
The access/egress route, doors and passage ways and all fire exits must be kept
completely clear, both inside and outside, at all times.
Assembly points are located at the Hockey Pitch and kept clear at all times.
In Accordance with the Fire Services Acts 1981 and 2003 (No. 30 of 1981 and No.15 of
2003) and any other legislation, the school shall ensure that:
• Emergency routes to emergency exits and exits themselves are kept
clear at all times and lead as directly as possible to the open air or to a
safe area.
• In the event of danger, it is possible for employees to evacuate all
workstations quickly and as safely as possible.
Ensure emergency access doors open outwards.
Ensure the number, distribution and dimensions of the emergency routes and exits are
adequate for the use, equipment and dimensions of the place of work and the maximum
number of persons that may be present.
Ensure any sliding or revolving doors are not used or intended to be used as emergency
exits.
Ensure emergency doors and gates are not locked or fastened to obstruct emergency
exit.
Specific emergency routes are to be indicated by signs in accordance with Part 7 Chapter
1 of the General Applications Regulations of 2007 to 2016, and such signs are placed at
appropriate points and are adequately durable.
Ensure emergency routes and exits requiring illumination are provided with emergency
lighting of adequate intensity in case the lighting fails.
Ensure that the area outside the emergency exits are clear of obstruction at all times.

S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
1
3
L
Ensure that all contractors are aware of the emergency procedures in place in relation to
the work that they are carrying out.
Proper on going monitoring of the contractor’s activities to take place by the
management.
Ensure that all equipment used is in good condition.
Proper isolation of work areas by barriers, tape and warning signs to be in place where
required.
All contractors to abide by our Safety Policy.
All contractors are to be familiar with our Safety Statement.
All contractors must have adequate insurance.
S
L
SxL
Risk
3
1
3
L
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Risk Before Control Measures
Public
accessibility
to the school

Serious personal
injury.
Fatality.
Slips, trips, falls – over
goods, materials.
Electrocution.
Theft.
Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Roads and
Green Areas

Accidents

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Transition
areas

(Transition
areas are
areas with a
sudden
change in the
level of grip)

Injury from slips, trips
and falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Damaged
flooring/
paving

Injury from slips, trips
and falls

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
3
2
6
Warning signs to be posted to highlight the dangers involved.
All access points to be closed to prevent access to unauthorised persons.
Entrance to be fully secured each evening.
Responsible person to check school boundaries on a regular basis.

S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
M

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Ensure that the roadways are properly maintained.
Grass and shrubs to be maintained and ensure that the Fire Hydrant, Assembly Point and
Information Signs are not overgrown or hidden by growing vegetation.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
1
2
2
L
Areas where pedestrians move between surfaces with very different levels of grip are
identified, e.g. from wet surface to a dry surface or vice versa.
Precautions are taken to remove excess moisture from footwear
Mats are properly designed and installed.

S
1

L
1

SxL
1

S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Poorly maintained or damaged floors or paving were identified.
Repairs carried out and steps taken to prevent future damage.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
Risk
M

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Slippery
surfaces

Injury from slips, trips
and falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Cleaning and
washing
floors

Injury from slips, trips
and falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Over-used
warning
signs

Injury from slips, trips
and falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Broken,
tables, chairs
or other
furniture
items

Falls and related
injuries

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Slippery surfaces are identified - as a rule of thumb areas with high volume of traffic in
and out of the main doors of the school will have matts to absorb any wet foot wear.
Consideration is given to changing or treating floor surfaces - this might include addition
of slip resistant materials.
Particular attention is paid to areas that may become slippery during severe weather.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
As far as possible, dry cleaning replaces wet cleaning.
A system is used to keep staff and Pupils away from wet/ moist floors, e.g. physical
barriers.
Cleaning is organised to provide dry paths through areas being cleaned.
Where wet cleaning is in operation ensure detergent is used and that the water is at the
right temperature.
Excess liquid is removed to assist the floor drying process. As far as possible, the floor is
cleaned until dry.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Where warning signs are used these are removed when no longer required.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
M

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Broken furniture removed from service until repaired or replaced.
All furniture is properly maintained while any furniture that is damaged will be removed
straight away and replaced with the same.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

FIRE:
Risk Before Control Measures
Electrical
faults

Electrocution.
Electric shock.
Fire.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Fire

Fire causing death or
injury

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Restricted access
/ egress

Delays in exiting
building safely in
the event of a fire

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Fire – Access /
Egress

Death or injury

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Ensure that electrical sockets are not overloaded.
Equipment is checked prior to use for faults.
All electrical faults are reported to the designated person. Defective electrical equipment
shall be clearly identified, labelled as out of use and stored separately to prevent
accidental use. Report defects to the person in control of the workplace to ensure all
items are repaired.
S
L
SxL
Risk
1
1
1
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
All staff are aware of how to raise the alarm and contact the emergency services.
All staff are aware of their role in the event of an evacuation.
All staff have received training on how to use fire extinguishers and fire blankets.
There is an accessible fire extinguisher either in a classroom or hallway close to the
classroom.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
1
2
2
L
Fire exit doors (including those located in classroom or office) should be checked weekly
to ensure they open properly.
Keep exit routes free from obstruction – including outside the exit door.
School emergency evacuation plan has been developed which covers all areas, processes
and identifies those people who may be at special risk e.g. visually impaired or those
working in noisy environments. This plan has been brought to the attention of school
users on a regular basis.
S
1

L
2

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
All fire doors should be marked with ‘Fire door, keep closed’ safety sign.
All fire doors should be fitted with an automatic self-closing device (See Building
Regulations 2006, Technical Guidance Document B, Fire Safety).
S
1

L
1

SxL
1

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

CARPARK
Risk Before Control Measures
Poor lighting

Slips, trips, falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Holes/
damaged
surfaces

Slips, trips, falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Slippery
walkways
due to ice

Slips, trips, falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Person being
struck by a
vehicle

Injury due to person
being struck by vehicle

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
1
1
1
L
External lighting is adequate and is switched on when evening events are planned such as
concerts, parent/teacher meetings.
S
1

L
1

SxL
1

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Car park surface and other external areas are checked for broken glass, hazardous
conditions and pot holes.
S
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Grit or salt is available for walkways which are prone to ice.
Caretaker applies salt or grit in icy weather.

Risk
M

S
2

L
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
School Traffic management system should be in place.
Pedestrian routes/parking areas are clearly marked and appropriate signs in place.
Controls in place around appropriate times for visiting vehicles deliveries and collections.
Assembly points for emergency evacuations are clearly marked and are not located in an
area likely to be required by the emergency services.
S
1

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Lack of
handrails on
steps

Slips, trips, falls

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Responding to an
activated burglar
alarm at the school
outside school
hours

Physical
violence from
intruders

S
L
2
2
All steps have handrail on one side where necessary.

S
1

L
2

SxL
4

Risk
M

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Arrangements for providing help or back up are in place.
Where appropriate establish protocol whereby no individual enters school building after
a break-in unless accompanied by another suitable person e.g. Garda, security guard.

Risk After Control Measures

S
1

L
1

SxL
1

Risk
L

Risk Before Control Measures

S

L

SxL

Risk

Lighting

Eye strain.
Trip / fall.
Knock against

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Manual
Handling

Back, Neck, Shoulder
Injury
Prolapsed Disk
Permanent Injury
Trip / Fall
Hit Against
Dropped Object
Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

2
1
2
L
Regular checks on condition of light fittings to take place.
Replace faulty bulbs, tubes or fittings as soon as possible.
Provide extra lighting for fine work where needed.
In Accordance with the General Applications of 2007 to 2016, Part 2 Regulation 8, We
must ensure that
• sufficient natural light is received and equipped with artificial lighting adequate
for the protection of the safety and health of the employees.
• lighting installations are placed in such a way that there is no risk of accident to
the employees as a result of a type of lighting fitted.
places of work where employees are especially exposed to risks in the event of failure of
artificial lighting provided with emergency lighting of adequate intensity.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Minimise all manual handling tasks where possible.
Provide suitable mechanical handling equipment where necessary.
Assess all weights being lifted per the Safety, Health & Welfare (General Applications)
Regulations 2007 to 2016 and reduce these to acceptable levels.
Provide Manual Handling training to staff.
PPE including gloves to be provided where required.
Work locations to be designed to eliminate over-reaching
S
L
SxL
Risk
3
1
3
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Noise
Created in
the
Workplace

Hearing impairment.
Deafness.
Tinnitus.
Loss of concentration
and annoyance leading
to workplace accidents

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Electricity

Burns.
Electrocution.
Fire.
Serious Personal
Injury.
Damage to property.
Trip / Fall.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Situations
which may
lead to fire

Burns.
Electrocution.
Fire.
Serious Personal
Injury.
Damage to property.
Trip / Fall.

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Check all equipment (i.e. printers, photocopiers) for excessive noise levels.
Consider noise implications of all new equipment prior to purchase.
The noise levels are unlikely to exceed the upper exposure action level of 85dB(A) and
the lower exposure action level of 80Db(A) as outlined in the Safety, Health and Welfare
at Work (General Applications) Regulations, 2007 to 2016.
Noise levels must be checked in the Woodworking Room and suitable Hearing protection
provided as required.
S
L
SxL
Risk
3
1
3
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
No member of school staff is permitted to work interfere or tamper with any electrical
work, installation, fitting or fixture unless they are fully aware of what they are doing.
Installations are to be serviced and maintained by experienced tradesmen.
Employees are to be trained in use and danger.
Equipment is to be regularly inspected.
Measures to be in place to avoid damage to cables.
Ensure there is a sufficient number of power points to minimise the use of extension
leads.
Avoid trailing leads.
All control panels to be kept closed and locked. Access to be kept clear.
Warning signs to be in place.
Don’t overload sockets or use adaptors.
Task related training to be provided.
“CHECK THAT IT IS DEAD BEFORE YOU ARE”.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
No Smoking’ policy on the school campus.
Proper evacuation procedure is in place and checked regularly.
Assembly points are at the School Hockey pitches. They are laid out in a class order.
Fire drills are carried out and recorded each term.
System of fire extinguishers is installed and maintained.
Training for all personnel in selection and use of fire extinguishers
Extinguishers must always be provided near possible sources of fire.
Fire points must be clearly identified, kept clear and maintained.
Emergency lighting is provided in crucial locations, stairs, passageways etc. and tested
twice yearly.
Fire alarm installation is tested regularly and maintained.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Fire
Detection &
Fire Fighting

Burns
Entrapment

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Emergency
procedures

Fire.
Injury.
Illness.
Attack.

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
In Accordance with the Fire Services Acts 1981 and 2003 (No. 30 of 1981 and No.15 of
2003) and any other legislation, the manager shall ensure that:
• A place of work is equipped with appropriate fire fighting equipment and as is
necessary, fire detectors and an alarm system.
• A non-automatic fire fighting equipment is easily accessible and simple to use
and is indicated by signs in accordance with Part 7, Chapter 1 of the General
Application Regulations of 2007 to 2016, and the signs are place in appropriate
points and are adequately durable.
Ensure that Fire Fighting equipment is inspected frequently as necessary and serviced by
competent person.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
An emergency procedure to deal with these risks is in place and is to be clearly conveyed
to the staff.
Check emergency procedures regularly and where necessary update them.
In Accordance with the Fire Services Acts 1981 and 2003 (No. 30 of 1981 and No.15 of
2003) and any other legislation the manager shall ensure that:
• Emergency routes to emergency exits and exits themselves are kept
clear at all times and lead as directly as possible to the open air or to a
safe area.
• In the event of danger, it is possible for employees to evacuate all
workstations quickly and as safely as possible.
Ensure emergency access doors open outwards.
Ensure the number, distribution and dimensions of the emergency routes and exits are
adequate for the use, equipment and dimensions of the place of work and the maximum
number of persons that may be present.
Ensure any sliding or revolving doors are not used, or intended to be used as emergency
exits.
Emergency doors and gates are not locked or fastened to obstruct emergency exit.
Specific emergency routes are to be indicated by signs in accordance with Part 7 Chapter
1 of the General Applications Regulations of 2007 to 2016, and such signs are placed at
appropriate points and are adequately durable.
Ensure emergency routes and exits requiring illumination are provided with emergency
lighting of adequate intensity in case the lighting fails.
Ensure that staff are aware of their responsibilities in case of an emergency alarm in
the school.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Car Park

Personal injury.
Slips, Trips and Falls.
Vehicular collision.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Transport to
School
activities

Personal injury.
Slips, Trips and Falls.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Extra
Curricular
Activities

Personal injury.
Slips, Trips and Falls

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Clearly defined pedestrian walkways and access routes are in place.
Clearly defined parking spaces to be laid out.
Speed signs to be erected and adhered to.
Adequate lighting is in place.
Car park to be kept clean and clear of debris.
All relevant signage to be erected as required under the General Applications Regulations
2007 to 2016, Part 7, Chapter 1.
Perimeter fencing to be secured.
Only authorised personnel to enter the car park.
S
2

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Use only Authorised Bus Contractors.
Ensure that a procedure is in place for all school trips.
Ensure ratios of staff to pupils are adhered to.

Risk
M

S
2

L
1

L
1

SxL
2

S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Activities must be planned for only approved/recognised providers.
Adequate supervision must be in place.
Proper vetting procedures followed for all persons working with children.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
Risk
M

Risk
L
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RISK ASSOCIATED
CONTROL MEASURES

PUPIL CONSIDERATIONS:
Risk Before Control Measures
Pupils with
disabilities
including physical
disability, vision
impairment,
hearing
impairment,
intellectual
disability or mental
health conditions.

Personal injury.
Slips, Trips and
Falls.
Crush injury.
Harm to others.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Pupils with
challenging
behaviour that
could increase the
potential for injury
to occur.

Personal Injury

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
3
6
M
Risk access whether the Pupil is suitable for the proposed activity.
Ensure Pupil understands teacher’s instruction.
Ensure access/egress is not restricted.
Any Pupil that may have any disabilities including physical disability, vision impairment,
hearing impairment, intellectual disability or mental health condition will have a Special
Needs Assistant with them.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

S
L
SxL
2
3
6
Develop a school policy for handling challenging behaviour.
A Special Needs Assistant is assigned to a Pupil with special needs.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
Risk
M

Risk
L
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CONTROL MEASURES

Area: SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
Risk Before Control Measures
Violence at
the school

Personal injury.
Stress.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Suspected
illness of a
Pupil

Fatality, permanent
injury / illness.
Improper treatment.
Worsening of
condition
Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Bullying &
Harassment

Stress
Nervous exhaustion
Trauma
Nervous Breakdown
Anxiety
Serious Illness
Suicide

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Ensure access to all potential ‘weapons’ is restricted.
Ensure that each member of staff has a method of communications with other staff
members in case of emergency.
Ensure a clear procedure for response to an alarm.
Procedure for staff to report all violent and aggressive incidents even of a minor nature
to be in place. This to include violence or threat of violence from pupils or adults.
Inform local Gardai if there is suspected trouble.
Provide counselling to staff member if required.
Prepare staff for stress factor tell tale signs.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
On suspicion of any medical condition, the School Doctor or the Pupils GP should be
called immediately or the Pupil taken to the Doctor or hospital as necessary.
Guardian to be informed immediately.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
3
6
M
The School will endeavour to ensure that all workplaces are free of bullying & aggression.
Any such incidences reported will be dealt with in accordance with the procedures
defined in the School’s Bullying & Harassment Policy.
All staff will be made familiar with the content of this Policy on commencement of
employment.

S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L
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CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Visitors to
the School

Slips, trips, falls
Personal Injury

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
1
1
1
L
All visitors to report to reception before entering the school premises.
While Covid 19 measures are in place the particular measures required will be followed.
Those making deliveries must not enter the school unless accompanied.
No visitor to the school are allowed to use school equipment without permission of the
school management and instruction on its use.
Each visitor is requested to abide by School Safety Policy and regulations as laid down.
They must also abide by a request by a school employee in relation to their own Safety &
Health and that of the school employees.
Any visitor who refuses to abide to a request by a school employee in relation to Safety &
Health or who places his / her own Safety & Health or that of school staff at risk by
ignoring such a request or by any other dangerous acts or omissions, may be asked to
leave the premises immediately.
In the event of an Emergency or Evacuation all visitors must report to our designated
Assembly Point at the entrance gate.
S
1

L
1

SxL
1

Risk
L
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Area: OFFICE
Risk Before Control Measures
V.D.U.
(Visual
Display Unit)

Eye strain
Repetitive Strain Injury
(R.S.I).
Work Related Upper
Limb Disorders
(W.R.U.L.D.S.)

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Material
Storage

Slip, trip or fall
Fire
Objects falling from
shelves
Person falling

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Office
Equipment
Photocopiers
, printers etc.

Fatal electrocution.
Explosion / fire.
Burns.
Fume inhalation.
Serious personal
injury.

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Ensure correct positioning of V.D.U. screens relative to light sources so as to prevent
reflective glare.
Provide ergonomically designed workstations which are adjustable in height and which
allow the operator to find a suitable working position for operator comfort.
Document holders, adjustable arm rests and foot rests to be provided where required.
Daylight fluorescent tubes / tubes of colour to be installed where required.
Establish a cleaning and maintenance programme on all V.D.U equipment.
P A T testing must be carried out on small electrical appliances.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
S
L
3
2
Store materials in suitable storage area.
Keep heavier items at lower levels.

S
3

L
1

SxL
6

Risk
M

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Switch off equipment and unplug if you have to service or maintain equipment.
Equipment manuals to be available near the equipment.
Avoid trailing leads.
Don’t overload sockets.
Keep area around the equipment clear.
Be aware that some parts of equipment operate at high temperatures and take care
when handling these.
Ask for assistance when moving office equipment.
Equipment to be serviced regularly by competent people.
Training to be provided in the safe use of office equipment.
Switch off equipment and unplug equipment when not in use (i.e. overnight).
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L
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CONTROL MEASURES

Risk Before Control Measures
Filing
Cabinets and
Storage
Cabinets

Bodily injury.
Cuts, bruises

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Cutting
Plastic
Banding
Straps
(i.e. on boxes
of paper)

Cuts to hands / arms.
Puncture wounds.
Blood loss.
Eye / face injury.
Slips / Trips / Falls.

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
3
2
6
Keep drawers and doors of cabinets closed when not in use.
Don’t overload top drawers to avoid cabinet toppling.
Keep heavier items at the bottom of cabinets.
Don’t place anything on top of cabinets.

S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
M

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Use the safety type of cutters available, which clamp the banding while it is being cut to
prevent it ‘springing’.
Put cut strapping into the bin immediately, don’t wait till you are finished.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
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Area: HOUSEKEEPING
Risk Before Control Measures
Uneven
Slippery
Floors

Slips, trips, falls.
Broken bones.
Cuts and bruises

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Ensure the floors of rooms have no dangerous bumps, holes or slopes and are fixed,
stable and so far is reasonably practicable, not slippery.
Good maintenance of floor covering to be in place.
Clean up all spills and breakages immediately.
Wear non-slip protective footwear where necessary.
Minimise spillages by safe working techniques.
Keep all aisles, walkways and stairs clear.
Place warning signs re “slippery surface” or “wet floor” at the premises of any spillage or
danger.
Do not allow access to other workers or public until danger is cleared.
Report hazards and dangers immediately including spillages and breakages.
Walk slowly on wet or greasy surfaces.
Remove all waste and other unnecessary items from floor ways / walkways.
Do not allow cables to trail across floor ways / walkways. Carry cables and leads overhead
where possible.
Floor areas must be kept clean to help reduce contamination of product etc.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
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CONTROL MEASURES

Area: WELFARE
Risk Before Control Measures
First Aid

Worsening of
condition
Onset of infection
Fatality, permanent
injury / illness
Improper diagnosis
Improper treatment
Delay in seeking
professional medical
help

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Hygiene
Facilities

Ill health.
Lack of hygiene

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Legionella

Water stagnation in
plumbing systems
during school closure
causing legionella

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Adequate first aid kits are provided and filled to HSA guidelines.
First Aid kits are available in the School Office, Sick Bay, Science Rooms, Woodwork
Room, Home Economics Rooms. There are Mobile Kits for Extracurricular Activities (these
are stored in the Staff Room)
They must be regularly checked and refilled by a designated person
A list of Trained first–Aider’s is available and they must be re-trained every 2 years.
Arrangements are to be in place with the local doctor for emergencies.
All staff are to be aware of emergency procedures.

S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Adequate toilet facilities for both staff and Pupils are in place and cleaning regime is in
place.
Provide hot and cold running water with soap and towels or other means of drying.
Provide wholesome drinking water.
Provide adequate lighting and ventilation.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
During prolonged closure of the school building maintenance staff will flush all the toilets
and run all the taps for 5-10 minutes at least once a month.
As part of the school’s cleaning regime taps, sinks and toilets will undergo regular deep
cleaning.
If maintenance has not been carried out, a hygiene specialist will be contacted to test the
water in the system and carry out sterilization of the system.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L
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Risk Before Control Measures
Pregnant
Employees
and Nursing
Mothers

Injury to pregnant
employee, unborn
child or breast-fed
child.
Delay in
developmental
phases.
Back and muscular
skeletal injury.
Worry and
psychological stress to
woman involved.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Stress

Ill Health.
Poor work ability.
Depression.
Lack of concentration.
Absenteeism from
work.

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
General Application Regulations 2007 to 2016, Part 6, Chapter 2 to be followed.
Assess the risk to the Safety or Health of the pregnant employee including: shocks,
movements, noise, extremes of heat and cold, mental and physical burdens as well as
chemical agents.
Take protective measures necessary to ensure the Safety and Health of pregnant
employees or nursing mothers.

S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
2
6
M
Appropriate training and information to be provided to all staff.
Good consultation mechanisms to be in place.
Good communication / participation programmes to be in place.
Inter-changeability of work / job rotation to be considered where necessary.
Well-defined work roles and responsibilities are to be set out.
Regular reviews of all workstations to be conducted.
Management to be aware of the signals / telltale signs and to take appropriate action to
deal with the situation if required.
Following action to reduce the risks, they shall be reassessed. If the risks remain
unsustainable, by the employee concerned, efforts shall be made to reassign that person
to other work for which the risks are assessed as tolerable. If it is not possible to reassign
the worker to work, which the employee concerned is capable of carrying out,
procedures for long term ill Health shall be applied in accordance with employment law.
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Area: WORK AT HEIGHTS
Risk Before Control Measures
Stepladders:
in use for
‘Short
Duration’
purposes,
also “A”
frame
ladders.

Falls from heights
Material / tools
dropped
Serious Personal Injury
Fatality
Material Damage
(The H.S.A. have not
defined ‘short
duration’.
Short duration has
been described by the
Health and Safety
Executive in the UK as
‘where carrying is
necessary by a single
person up to 10kg is
acceptable, such as a
bucket of material.
Up to 25kg must be
justified by a detailed
Manual Handling Risk
Assessment.
Above 25kgs is not
acceptable.
The time limit is
described as maximum
of 15-30 minutes work
at a single position
before the ladder is
moved).

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
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Many of the general rules for Safe Use of Ladders also apply to stepladders. In addition
the following points should be considered:
1. The legs of stepladder should be positioned as far apart as the returning cord or
hinges allow, with all four legs firmly and squarely on the ground.
2. They should be set at right angles to the work whenever possible.
3. When stepladders are used, the knees of the person using the stepladder should be
kept below the top step.
4 The top tread of a stepladder should not be used as a working platform, unless it has
been constructed as a platform with a secure handhold.
5. “A” frame ladders and stepladders are intended as access means for light type of
industrial work. This School will ensure that an “A” frame ladder is used for work at
height where our risk assessments have demonstrated that a more suitable work
equipment is not justified because of low risk and:
(a) The short duration of use and / or
(b) Existing features cannot be altered.
Records of inspection of stepladders should be made on form GA3, as per the General
Applications Regulations 2007 to 2016, Regulation No 119.
Refer to CITB Manual GE 700.
Note: Generally “A” frame “ladders” should be considered as “trestles”. The reason for
this is where the gap between the rungs is greater than a regular ladder as per B.S. 1129.
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Area: CANTEENS
Risk Before Control Measures
Pupil
Canteen
Area

Serious personnel
injury.
Burns / scalds to face
and body.
Fire

Staff
Canteen
Area

Serious personnel
injury.
Burns / scalds to face
and body.
Fire

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Microwave
Oven

Shocks.
Burns.
Fire.
Explosions of
containers and
products

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
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Risk
3
2
6
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The school canteen is operated by an outside contractor.
The contractor is responsible for all kitchen and restaurant equipment.
The contractor must provide their Safety Statement, Risk Assessment and Insurance to
the school as required.
Ensure social distancing and additional cleaning measures are applied during the COVID19 Pandemic.

The staff canteen is to be maintained in a clean and tidy fashion.
All equipment is to be used in a safe manner.
Any damage to equipment, or malfunctioning equipment is to be reported to the school
office.
Ensure social distancing and additional cleaning measures are applied during the COVID19 Pandemic see assessment in Covid-19 Section.
S
3

L
1

SxL
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
Use this appliance with the Manufacturer’s Instruction Manual.
This appliance must be properly earthed.
Do not use higher voltage than specified as this could result in fire.
The oven must be on a flat surface with the air vents clear of obstruction.
The overheat cut-out must operate.
The general instructions for use and maintenance as contained in the manufacturer’s
handbook must be adhered to.
Check regularly for damaged or damp leads or plugs. Remember that any repairs must
be undertaken by a qualified service person.
Turn off at the first sign of sparks and report this to your supervisor immediately.
Use the recommended cooking / heating times only to avoid the risk of fire.
Door seals should be checked and cleaned on a weekly basis, when in regular use.
Never operate the microwave without food in the oven due to the risk of fire.
Use appropriate dishes / containers only.
Never use if any damage is apparent, report this to management
S
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1
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Risk Before Control Measures
Food &
Environmen
tal Waste

Contamination and
Injury From.
Biological Diseases

(bottles,
cans, paper,
plastic etc.)
Risk After Control Measures

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
All waste must be collected and discarded in a safe and secure manner.
Where appropriate waste should be sent for re-cycling.
Authorised and licensed handlers should carry out all waste collection.
All waste food holding containers must be covered and sealed to avoid contamination by
rodents and birds.
Educate staff to dangers and methods of prevention of biological diseases and
contamination.
Personal Protective Equipment to be provided and used where necessary.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

Area: OUTDOOR AREAS
Risk Before Control Measures
Grass
Cutting

Falls.
Entrapment.
Crushing.
Impact with
machinery.
Collision.
Flying objects.
Vibration.
Fire/Burns.

Risk After Control Measures
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2
2
4
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Check guards are in good condition and in place on equipment being used.
Please report defects immediately to management.
Equipment should be checked and maintained in accordance with manufacturers’
requirements.
Special care must be taken when operating on sloping terrain. Watch out for objects
nearby, such as stones, kerbs, litter etc.
Special care must be taken while refuelling. Abide by manufacturer’s instructions.
Check for animal faeces prior to grass cutting operations, if possible.
Vibration: Check all handles and shock absorbers to be working properly to reduce
vibration from the machine.
Safety footwear and hand protection must be worn.
The machine is not operated while pupils are in the playing area.
Store equipment securely
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Risk Before Control Measures
Strimmers

Eye injury
Permanent damage to
eyes
Loss of sight in one or
both eyes.
Flying objects.
Vibration.
Burns.
Illness from contact
with animal faeces.

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Litter Picking

Laceration.
Cuts and Bruises
Infection.
Lockjaw (Tetanus).
Hepatitis.

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
2
2
4
Use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment• Safety helmet with visor and ear defenders.
• Gloves.
• Leg and body protection.
• Safety boots with protective guarding, good grip is essential.

Risk
M

Precautions to be taken when refuelling the strimmer as exhaust could be hot.
Do not use the strimmer before checking all the controls and safety features.
Ensure other people are at least 2 strimmer lengths away from the operator.
Switch off the engine when moving to another location or when not in use.
Strimmer to be checked and maintained regularly to manufacturers requirements.
Check for animal faeces prior to grass cutting operations if possible.
The strimmers is the property of the caretaker and he is responsible for ensuring that it is
appropriately maintained and operated.

S
2

L
1

S
L
2
2
Use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment:• Gloves.
• Overalls.
• Safety boots, good grip is essential.

SxL
2

Risk
M

SxL
4

Risk
M

Special care must be taken when handling broken glass or discarded syringes.
Keep glass and other sharp objects in separate rubbish bags to prevent personal injury
when carrying the bags.
A litter picker should be used where possible.
Wash hands before eating, drinking or smoking.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L
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Risk Before Control Measures
Power
Washer

Chemical risks.
Electrocution.
Burns from power
washer exhaust.
Eye Injury
Trip Injuries
Chills and colds from
wet clothing.

Risk After Control Measures

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
Procedures for handling chemicals must be followed.
The power washer must be of required type electrical isolation with waterproof sockets
and leads.
Empty excess water from the hose when you are finished the procedure and isolate the
power.
Precautions to be taken as per the manufacturer’s instructions, while refuelling a petrol
powered washer.
Safety Glasses and appropriate PPE to be worn and appropriate clothing.
Hoses to be placed in a fashion least likely to present a trip hazard.
Never direct a power washer jet toward a person or use to clean your own person.
S
L
SxL
Risk
2
1
2
L

PLAYING PITCHES
Risk Before Control Measures
Slips, Trips.
Falls

Personal Injury

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Incident of
sudden sickness/
injury on a
playing pitch

Illness, injury,
trauma

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Aggressive or
violent
behaviour on
the Pitches

Personal Injury

Risk After Control Measures
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S
L
SxL
Risk
1
2
1
L
Pupils and staff informed of established school code of behaviour relevant to behaviour
on playing pitches.
Pitches supervision roster established and implemented.
Condition of playing pitches inspected by supervising staff members.
S
L
SxL
Risk
1
2
1
L
S
L
SxL
Risk
1
2
1
L
Access assistance from nearest staff member.
Bring Pupil to staff room and administer appropriate first aid.
Inform principal and decide on appropriate further action or medical referral. Complete
accident report form for school records.
S
1

L
2

SxL
1

S
L
SxL
1
1
1
Access assistance from nearest staff member on duty.
Send a responsible Pupil to the staff-room to get further assistance.
Inform the principal.
Follow established procedures in school’s Code of Behaviour.
S
1

L
1

SxL
1

Risk
L
Risk
L

Risk
L
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Area: GENERAL CLASSROOMS
Risk Before Control Measures
General
Classrooms
Risk After Control Measures

S
L
SxL
Risk
2
2
4
M
All classrooms are maintained in good condition.
Check floor covering regularly for any damage which may cause trips or falls.
Ensure that all leads are kept in a tidy and safe manner.
S
2

L
1

SxL
2

Risk
L

Area: COMPUTER ROOMS
Risk Before Control Measures
Computer
Rooms

Personal Injury
Eye strain
Repetitive Strain Injury
(R.S.I).
Work Related Upper
Limb Disorders
(W.R.U.L.D.S.)
Exposure to
inappropriate
information/images
Risk After Control Measures
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2
3
6
M
Ensure classrooms are maintained in good condition.
Check floor covering regularly for any damage which may cause trips or falls.
Ensure that all leads are kept in a tidy and safe manner.
Ensure that VDU regulations are understood by all Pupils. See Visual Display Screen (VDU)
Risk Assessment.
Ensure classes are suitably supervised and restrictions are in place on innapropriate
internet searches.
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COVID-19 HAZARD IDENTIFICATION & RISK ASSESSMENT
Prepared By
Date
Issue

Ayrton Group
August 2021
Version 4

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment
A Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment has been carried out as part of the update of our COVID-19 Response Plan on
the 18th of August 2021, taking account of the most up to date Irish Government requirements. This assessment is
intended as a guide to use for the purposes of attempting to reduce the possibility of the spread of COVID 19.
Taking into account the constraints of time and resources, every effort has been made to identify the existing hazards and
recommend possible solutions. This Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment Report is to be advisory and the final
decisions must be made by Management at Scoil Bhride, Crosshaven.
The Risk Assessment is based on the combination of the SEVERITY and LIKELIHOOD associated with each hazard.
HAZARD:
RISK:
SEVERITY:
LIKELIHOOD:

Is taken to mean “anything that can cause harm”.
Is “the chance, great or small, that someone will be harmed by the hazard”.
Is “the possible outcome of an accident / incident, e.g. broken leg, explosion”.
Is “the possibility of the accident / incident occurring”.

In the Risk Assessment SEVERITY and LIKELIHOOD have been graded as follows:
SEVERITY
LIKELIHOOD
Major
3
High
Serious
2
Medium
2
Slight
1
Low

3
1

The Risk Factor is the multiple of Severity and Likelihood. RISK is then graded as follows: -

GRADE OF RISK

VALUE

RISK

High Risk

7–9

“H”

Medium Risk

4–6

“M”

Low Risk

1–3

“L”

Hazard / Risk Controls

CHARACTERISTICS

Possibility of a single death from this illness or of a serious illness to
a large number of people.
Possibility of a single death from this illness or of illness to a number
of people.
Possibility of illness to a number of people.

Control measures stated on the attached sheets are intended to reduce the assessed risk to an acceptable level. Where it
is felt that the existing controls are not adequate, additional measures are recommended to rectify this. The Hazard
Identification & Risk Assessment should be reviewed at least every week as the COVID-19 situation is ever evolving.
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Risk Before Control Measures
Covid 19
Virus

Serious Personal
Illness
Fatality.
Symptoms:
Fever (high
temperature),
shortness of breath,
coughing, breathing
difficulties, ‘flu’ like
symptoms & others.

Risk Before Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
Follow the HSE of Ireland information, which is also linked to the WHO international best
practise at this time- https://www2.hse.ie/coronavirus/
Follow the other guidance as it becomes available from the recognised bodies &
authorities.
Display the HSE Covid 19 posters & how to wash your hands posters.
Update all precautions & controls as per best practice in this ever-evolving situation.
Avoid the common handshake. If necessary, use a hand sanitiser or wash hands with soap
& water afterwards.
Wash hands- encourage all persons in your workplace to wash their hands regularly (at
least TWICE as often as before). Soap & water are great for proper hand washing- do it
for at least 20 seconds.
Place 70% alcohol-based hand sanitisers around your workplace, in reception areas,
canteen areas, public congregating areas, meeting rooms & other applicable areas.
Avoid touching your mouth, nose lips or eyes.
Clean all surfaces regularly. At least daily is the minimum advised. This depends on level
of usage & exposure of the workforce & public. For example, frequently used surfaces &
items such as door handles, toilets, office desks, tables & so on should be cleaned with an
alcohol-based substance at least daily.
Canteens should be cleaned in between all users.
Stagger work breaks, so fewer people congregate in canteen areas at the same time.
Open windows of canteens during breaks.
Keep equipment and desks to single operator usage where at all possible. If there are
multi-users, consider cleaning it more frequent than daily cleaning.
Explain how to hand wash properly, hand sanitising & all other aspects of this Risk
Assessment to all staff & management.
Cover your mouth when coughing or sneezing.
Throw away tissues to a waste bin & then wash your hands immediately.
Encourage any staff with signs & symptoms to self-isolate as early as possible & do not
enter the workplace. Encourage such staff to seek medical advice as soon as possible.
Meeting arrangements:
Consider re arranging meetings & large gatherings in workplaces if possible.
Hold smaller meetings & hold multi- media meetings, to save personnel travelling.
Travel arrangements:
Avoid foreign travel for staff if possible.
If staff have recently travelled, they must self-isolate for 14 days.
Finally, Do Not Panic!
S
L
SxL
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3
2
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Risk Before Control Measures
Teachers/
Staff
Travelling to
School

The spread of COVID19

Risk After Control Measures

Risk Before Control Measures
Pupils
travelling to
school by
bus

The spread of COVID19

Risk After Control Measures
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L
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3
3
9
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Where Teachers/Staff exhibit any signs of COVID-19 or have been exposed to a confirmed
case, they should not travel to work.
Wherever possible, Teachers/ Staff should travel to school alone using their own means
of transport. Sharing of vehicles must be avoided where possible.
If teachers/staff are sharing vehicles they must,
• limit it to the same person each day
• adhere to the maximum occupancy and seating arrangements outlined below
• sanitize their hands before and after the journey
• open a window and wear facemask throughout the journey
• keep personal belongings separate
• wipe down common touch points in the vehicles before and after the journey

If staff are using public transport they must,
• wear a face mask at all times
• maintain social distancing of 2m as much as possible
• sanitise their hands regularly during their journey
S
L
SxL
3
1
3

Risk
L

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
School bus services are provided by registered companies which must abide by guidelines
laid down by the department of transport
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will ensure that parents and Pupils understand the rules
for preventing the spread of COVID-19 during journeys to school. These include,
• Do not use school transport if you are displaying symptoms
• Maintain physical distancing while waiting for transport
• Always sit in pre-assigned seating and next to a sibling or child from your class
group (this should be the same child at all times)
• Keep to public health guidance on good respiratory hygiene at all times while
waiting for and on-board the bus
• Get off the bus one by one in an orderly way
• Sanitise your hands before getting on and after leaving the bus
S
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3
1
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Risk Before Control Measures
Large
congregation
outside
school
property

The spread of COVID19.

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School have introduced staggered arrival and departure times
to limit the amount of people congregating outside the school. The Principal and SNAs
shall monitor arrivals and departures to ensure that social distancing is maintained and
groups do not congregate.
• All staff to arrive in school before 8:30am-8:35am to allow us to separate cars
coming up the hill with children/parents
• The school bus has been changed to arrive at 8:35am. Alice will commence her
duties at 8:35am.
• Children/families are being allocated times to arrive to school. 8:40am and
8:50am. Adults will not be allowed on to the school campus. Time slots for
dropping children to school will be allocated per family, to assist the school
community. No child is allowed on site until 8:40am.
• Adults, who are collecting their children from school at the end of the day,
should wait in a socially distant manner outside the gate from which their
children to leave the school. JI = 1:27pm, SI = 1:32pm, 1st = 2:27pm and 2nd
class = 2:30pm.
Collection / Drop off outside of assigned hours
If an adult must collect or drop a child during the course of the school day, the following
arrangements will apply
• Children can only be collected from the main reception door. Parents/Guardians
will not be allowed to enter the building.
• An email needs to be sent to the school office the previous evening indicating
the reason for collection as well as the time
(secretary@scoilbhridecrosshaven.ie)
• When the adult arrives at the school, they should phone the school office to
indicate that they at the door or buzz using the appointed bell-button.
• The child will be brought from their class to the adult by a member of staff
• No adult should enter the school grounds, unless they have prior permission
from the School Principal

Risk After Control Measures

Version 4, August 2021

In the event of a fire, evacuating safely will be given priority over social distancing.
Teachers/Staff will re-establish social distancing at the assembly point.
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Risk Before Control Measures
Access to
the school

Uncontrolled access to
school causing transfer
of COVID-19

S
L
SxL
Risk
3
3
9
H
Teachers/Staff and Pupils
All Teachers/Staff the Return to work/ Self Declaration Questionnaire and online Covid19 induction before returning to work. Persons who have not done so will not be allowed
to attend the school
Parents must complete the Return to Educational Facility Parental Declaration Form
before sending their children back to school.
Collection / Drop off outside of assigned hours
If an adult must collect or drop a child during the course of the school day, the following
arrangements will apply
• Children can only be collected from the main reception door. Parents/Guardians
will not be allowed to enter the building.
• An email needs to be sent to the school office the previous evening indicating
the reason for collection as well as the time
(secretary@scoilbhridecrosshaven.ie)
• When the adult arrives at the school, they should phone the school office to
indicate that they at the door or buzz using the appointed bell-button.
• The child will be brought from their class to the adult by a member of staff
• No adult should enter the school grounds, unless they have prior permission
from the School Principal
Visitors and Contractors
Visitors and contractors may only attend the school if it is deemed to be necessary
Contractors and Vistors will need to complete a COVID-19 declaration on arrival

Risk After Control Measures
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Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will maintain a register of who attended the school and
who they were in contact with to allow for contact tracing as per the requirements of the
Work Safely Protocol of May 2021 and COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and
sustainable operation of primary and special schools of August 2021
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As per the COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of primary and
special schools of August 2021 Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School have segregated Pupils
into individual class units and into pods within their classes.
Classroom seating arrangements have been organised as per the Dapartment of
Education and Skills guidance document, Illustrative Primary Classroom Layouts as
referenced under the Roadmap for the Full Return to School. with Pupils being positioned
one meter apart.
The teacher’s desk is located 2 meters from the Pupils and equipped with a Perspex
screen.
All classrooms are equipped with hand sanitiser and Pupils are coached in good hand
hygiene practice and cough etiquette by their teachers
Break times have been staggered to avoid crowding on the school yard during play. Pupils
will remain within their pods during break time and are supervised by teachers to ensure
that social distancing and good hygiene and cough etiquette are maintained.
All extracurricular activities are suspended for the duration of the pandemic.
In the event of a fire, evacuating safely will be given priority over social distancing.
Teachers/Staff will re-establish social distancing at the assembly point.
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To avoid the transfer of C-19 between different classes Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School
is not allowing different classes to partake in PE together.
Pupils will be kept within their pods when doing PE
Teacher’s will give preference to activities which do not involve the use of equipment.
A rotating schedule of physical activities has been introduced e.g. on week 1 Class A will
play soccer and Class B will play basketball and on week 2 Class B will play basketball and
Class B will play Soccer. Each class will only have access to the equipment for their
allocated game.
Equipment will be cleaned with warm soapy water or disinfectant cleaner if it becomes
soiled with bodily fluids
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As per the COVID-19 Response Plan for the safe and sustainable operation of primary and
special schools of August 2021 and Working Safely Protocol of May 2021. Scoil Bhride
Girls Primary School will open all classroom windows fully before class, during break time
and after class, windows will be kept partially open during class time weather permitting.
Windows and doors will be kept open in other areas of the school to encourage good air
flow where possible. Fire doors and any other doors which must be kept closed for
safety purposes will not be held open.
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Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School have been put up signage providing instructions on how
to correctly wash your hands to avoid the spread of COVID-19 throughout the school
building.
Correct handwashing technique and cough etiquette has been explained to teachers/staff
and Pupils.
Teachers monitor pupils and coach proper hand hygiene.
Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School have provided handwash facilities and hand sanitiser
stations throughout the school building
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Adequate first aid kits to be provided and filled to HSA guidelines.
They must be regularly checked and refilled by designated person.
These kits must now have the appropriate PPE supplied to protect the First Aid
responders from contracting Covid-19.
COVID-19 infects people through contact with the mucous membranes. First Aid
Responders must think of these as being the mouth, nose and eyes.

Risk to those
carrying out
First Aid

The greatest element of risk for a First Aid Responder is transfer of the virus to the
mucous membranes by contact of contaminated hands (including contaminated gloved
hands) with the eyes, nose or mouth.
The key interventions to manage this risk are to minimise hand contamination, avoid
touching your face and clean your hands frequently with soap and water or alcohol-based
hand gel.
This risk is managed by use of appropriate PPE (mask and eye protection) and by
providing the ill person with a mask to cover their nose and mouth when coughing or
sneezing (respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette).
If, as a First Aid Responder, you can avoid close contact with a person who may require
some level of first aid, do so.
Chest Compressions only are recommended until such time as pandemic is lifted.
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All work spaces will be sanitized after every use- such as canteen, office desks and toilet
facilities.
SDS sheets must be available on site for all chemicals used while disinfecting.
Regular cleaning of all used door handles will take place & hall way, canteen & other
regularly used doors, common area handles and all touch points.
Office equipment such as telephones, keyboards, office equipment will be wiped after
every use in particular if more than one person is using the facilities.
Lunch breaks have been staggered and the maximum number of persons permitted to
use the staff canteen at any one time has been reduced to 3.
All staff must bring their own utensils
Staff must disinfect their table, chair and any communal equipment that the touch before
and after use.
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Wipe down exterior surfaces such as handrails, barriers or any touch points- in particular
if there are common touch points- such contact points must be proactively managed.
Keep up to date with the latest COVID-19 information posted on site and follow the
advice.
Wash your hands on a regular basis throughout the day.
Multiple hand wash stations in position so those entering and leaving can sanitise.
If you do cough or sneeze, cover your mouth with a tissue or your sleeve so as not to
infect others.
If you are sharing equipment, ensure you are wearing gloves or use wipes to clean each
time.
If equipment is to be shared then all surfaces must be wiped and sanitised.
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Scoil Bhride Girls Primary School will ensure that any communal equipment intended for
use by Pupils such as electronic devices, books and toys will be capable of being
washed/sanitized
Sharing of equipment is only allowed inside each pod.
Sanitizer and wipes will be available in each pod.
All such equipment to be wiped frequently or after each use.
Teachers will encourage Pupils to wash their hands regularly throughout the day.
Multiple hand wash stations in position so those entering and leaving can sanitise.
Teachers will monitor Pupils to ensure that if they do cough or sneeze, that they cover
their mouth with a tissue or their sleeve so as not to infect others.
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All Teachers, Staff Visitors and contractors are required to wear face masks.
Persons who are not in prolonged close contact with or providing intimate care e.g., first
aid. to a Pupil may wear reusable cloth face masks. These must be washed daily and
changed if they become soiled.
SNAs and persons who will be in prolonged close contact with or providing intimate care
e.g., first aid, to Pupils must be provided with EN14683 medical grade masks. Other items
required for intimate care include enclosed safety goggles, and disposable gloves and
aprons.
Visors may only be worn when dealing with persons with specific needs such as those
with hearing impairments.
All disposable PPE must be disposed of safely in bins
Adequate supplies of PPE must be provided and it must be worn where provided. The
Lead Worker Representatives will monitor the wearing of PPE and the amount of PPE
available in stock.
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HSE public health advice will be followed and communicated to staff at all times.
Wash hands before entering and on leaving the offices to avoid spreading the Corona
Virus around the grounds.
A 'social distancing' of 2 metres will be implemented. Personnel working in offices should
be dispersed so there is always a social distance of 2m.
Do not use or handle equipment if not required.
Risk assess every task before carrying it out, taking into consideration the COVID-19
hazard.
Site Personnel should visit site notice board every morning for any information updatesthere is a Covid-19 folder with all the latest advice and protocols.
Enhanced cleaning procedures required to prevent cross contamination, particularly in
communal areas and at touch points including: Taps and washing facilities, toilet flush
and seats, door handles.
Eliminate non-essential visitors attending offices.
Use I.T software to support online meetings both in and out of the office.
Keep workstation surfaces clear and wipe with disinfectant regularly.
Hand sanitizers should be made available at main entry and exit points.
Keep main doors open where possible to reduce persons touching door handles etc.
Each person is responsible for maintaining hygiene standards in their own work space.
Do not share utensils/cups/ stationary etc.
Wipe down equipment used including printers and general office equipment.
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If a staff member/Pupil becomes unwell with Flu like symptoms such as a cough, fever
(high temperature of 38 degrees Celsius or above, or chills) or a difficulty in breathing, on
site trained first aiders will assist in dealing with the suspected case.
A new, continuous cough – this means coughing a lot, for more than an hour, or having 3
or more coughing episodes in 24 hours.
the following actions should be followed:
1. Immediately self-isolate the suspected case and remove the person to an area at least
2 metres away from other people.
Where possible, find a room or area where they can be isolated behind a closed door,
such as a staff office. If it is possible to open a window, do so to ensure adequate
ventilation.
2. Contact their GP
The individual who is unwell should immediately contact their doctor or the HSE
(1850 24 1850) and outline their current symptoms. The unwell person should not go to a
doctor/GP surgery, pharmacy or hospital.
3. Take precautions to minimise exposure to others – Whilst the unwell person waits for
advice, they should remain at least 2 metres from others and avoid touching people,
surfaces and objects. The individual should cover their mouth and nose with a disposable
tissue if they cough or sneeze and dispose of the tissue in a bin. If they do not have any
tissues available, they should cough and sneeze into the crook of their elbow.
4. Wait for feedback from GP or HSE before making any decisions on site operations.
In the event of diagnosis for COVID-19, the management team of the school will be
contacted by the HSE to discuss the case, to identify persons who have been in contact
with them and to advise on any actions or precautions that should be taken.
A risk assessment of each setting will be undertaken by HSE with the lead responsible
person. Advice on the management of staff and members of the public will be based on
this assessment.
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The HSE will also be in contact with the case directly to advise on isolation and identifying
other contacts and will be in touch with any contacts of the case to provide them with
appropriate advice.
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Confirmed COVID-19 Case at Work
If a confirmed case is identified in your workplace, the HSE will provide the relevant staff
with advice.
These staff include:
• any employee in close face-to-face or touching contact
• talking with or being coughed on for any length of time while the employee was
symptomatic
• anyone who has cleaned up any bodily fluids
• close friendship groups or workgroups
• any employee living in the same household as a confirmed case.
Contacts are not considered cases and if they are well, they are very unlikely to have
spread the infection to others:
• those who have had close contact will be asked to stay at home for 14 days from
the last time they had contact with the confirmed case and follow the home
isolation information sheet.
• they will be actively followed up by the HSE
• if they develop new symptoms or their existing symptoms worsen within their
14-day observation period they should call their doctor for reassessment
• if they become unwell with cough and/or fever they will be tested for COVID-19
• if they are unwell at any time within their 14-day observation period and they
test positive for COVID-19 they will become a confirmed case.
Staff who have not had close contact with the original confirmed case do not need to
take any precautions and can continue to attend work.
Note: Close contact is defined by the HSE as spending more than 15 minutes face-to-face
contact within 2 metres of an infected person / living in the same house or shared
accommodation as an infected person.
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Principles of cleaning after the confirmed, or suspected, case has left the area
It is recommended cleaning an area with normal household disinfectant after a suspected
COVID-19 case has left will reduce the risk of passing the infection on to other people
• If an area can be kept closed and secure for 72 hours, wait until this time has
passed for cleaning as the amount of virus living on surfaces will have reduced
significantly by 72 hours
• Then ventilate the room/ area first for as long as possible, by opening windows
& doors, before cleaning commences.
• For cleaning purposes, wear a face mask, disposable or washing up gloves. These
should be double-bagged, then stored securely for 72 hours, then thrown away
in the regular rubbish after cleaning is finished
• Using a disposable cloth, first clean hard surfaces with warm soapy water. Then
disinfect these surfaces with the cleaning products you normally use. Pay
particular attention to frequently touched areas and surfaces, such as
bathrooms, grab-rails in corridors and stairwells and door handles
• If an area has been heavily contaminated, such as with visible bodily fluids, from
a person with diagnosed COVID-19, consider using protection for your eyes,
mouth and nose, as well as wearing gloves and an apron
• Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds, and after removing
gloves, aprons and other protection used while cleaning.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
• The minimum PPE to be worn for cleaning an area where a person with possible
or confirmed COVID-19 is disposable gloves and an apron. Hands should be
washed with soap and water for 20 seconds after all PPE has been removed.
• If a risk assessment of the setting indicates that a higher level of virus may be
present (for example, where unwell individuals have worked) or there is visible
contamination with body fluids, then the need for additional PPE to protect the
cleaner’s eyes, mouth and nose might be necessary.
Cleaning and Disinfection
Public areas where a symptomatic individual has passed through and spent minimal time,
such as corridors, but which are not visibly contaminated with body fluids, can be cleaned
thoroughly as normal.
All surfaces that the symptomatic person has come into contact with must be cleaned
and disinfected, including:
• objects which are visibly contaminated with body fluids
• all potentially contaminated high-contact areas such as bathrooms, door
handles, telephones, grab-rails in corridors and stairwells,
Use disposable cloths or paper roll and disposable mop heads, to clean all hard surfaces,
floors, chairs, door handles and sanitary fittings.
If an area has been heavily contaminated, such as with visible bodily fluids, from a person
with COVID-19, consider using protection for the eyes, mouth and nose, as well as
wearing gloves and an apron.
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Ensure Gloves, apron and face mask are worn prior to entering the room.
Ventilate the room first by opening all windows and doors. Allow at least 20 minutes
before cleaning takes place.
The minimum PPE to be worn for cleaning an area where a person with possible or
confirmed COVID-19 is disposable gloves and an apron.
Hands should be washed with soap and water for 20 seconds after all PPE has been
removed.
Where a risk assessment of the setting indicates that a higher level of virus may be
present or there is visible contamination with body fluids, then the need for additional
PPE to protect the cleaner’s eyes, mouth and nose might be necessary.
Remove clothing before you enter your own home and wash your cloths at 65 degrees at
least.
Our C19 Compliance Officer & Lead Worker Representative will monitor cleaning.
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Waste from possible cases and cleaning of areas where possible cases have been
(including disposable cloths and tissues) should be managed as follows:
1.

Place all waste in a suitable plastic rubbish bag and tied when full.

2.

The plastic bag should then be placed in a second bin bag and tied, then placed
in a suitable and secure place and marked for storage until the individual’s test
results are known.

3.

Waste should be stored safely and away from the general public and staff.

4.

Waste should not be stored in communal waste areas until negative test results
are known or the waste has been stored for at least 72 hours.

5.

If the individual tests negative, this can be put in with the normal waste.

6.

If the individual tests positive, then store it for at least 72 hours and put in with
the normal waste.
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Stay at home if you have either:
cough, fever (high temperature of 38 degrees Celsius or above, or chills) or difficulty in
breathing.
A new, continuous cough – this means coughing a lot, for more than an hour, or having 3
or more coughing episodes in 24 hours.
It is essential that we all follow the advice given by the Health Service Executive (HSE) and
our local GPs/doctors.
Your GP should be the first port of call if you have symptoms consistent with COVID-19.
Your GP will act a triage and a COVID-19 test may be advised based on information you
provide.
Do not go to a GP, pharmacy or hospital if you have symptoms.
Assessments will be done by your GP over the phone and advice given regarding selfisolation/restricted movements or testing.
Please contact the HSE on 1850 241 850 or visit https://www2.hse.ie/coronavirus/ for
additional information.
How long to stay at home?
A decision should be made to return to work only if you feel well and in conjunction with
medical advice, either from your GP or the HSE.
The general guidelines from the HSE are as follows:
1. If it has been 14 days since you developed symptoms
2. If you have not had a fever for 5 days.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT ISSUE FORM
This is to state that the undersigned has been supplied with the following items of personal
protective equipment:
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
ITEM
&
&
&
&
SIGNED FOR
SIGNED FOR
SIGNED FOR SIGNED FOR
Hearing Protection
Ear Muffs
Disposable Ear plugs
Respiratory Protective Equipment
Disposable Respirators
Safety Footwear
Eye / Face Protection
Safety Glasses
Full Face Shield
Goggles
Overalls
Gloves (rigger)
Safety Helmet
Safety Harness
Hi-Viz Vests
Other:
NOTE:
Store according to the instructions provided. Keep your equipment in good working condition.
Report all damage or requirement for parts to Management.
I agree to wear & use the Personal Protective Equipment at all times as may be required and / or
necessary for my work. I have received the personal protective equipment as detailed above.
Name (Block Letters) ____________________________ Date: _________________
Signature________________________________________________________________
DISCLAIMER:
In the event of this Personal Protective Equipment not being worn by the above employee, The
Company reserve the right to enforce its disciplinary procedure which may involve:
1. Dismissal - Permanently
2. Suspension - With or without pay, for a period of time as decided by Management.

